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Experimental and analytical investigations on jot noise generation and

I suppression have resulted in a verification of the concept that jet noia le

uniquely related to man flow velocity distribution in the jet wake. Advancec

have been made in analytical techniques for oalculating aerodynamic pro;erties

I of free jet flow and the related acoustic properties of the flow and vrification

of the assumption that negligiblb attemiption of sound occurs during propagation

through milti-element jet flows has been achieved.

Investigation of selective water injection ts a jet noise suppression scheme

has indicated litte promise for in-flight noise reduction. Studies of noise

I generation by high temperature and high pressure ratio jets have extended the

state-of-the-art in the area of high temperature flow noise suppression, and have

resui.ed in a means for predicting total acoustic power beyond the limits of

j applicability o? the Lighthill parameter.
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!his is te finsa report covering the vork performed uruler rhase Is "Jet

Contract No. N~w 62.4C874, in accordance vith the Contrator'. proposal

I entted *Jet Noise Supression Research and System Studlesw, PQ%, fe

Mwe objectives of the Phase I propeM weft: to extend the theory or jet

noise suppresa~cm to high pressure ratio and high t.pewat~ flow by dew,.m-

strating the generality of the concept that jet anise Is uaiquely reUted to

the rim. velocity distribution in the wake; to furthew refine and develop

wamltical techniques applicable to computer solutions for Set flows and moiss,

to in~vetigate significant variables influencing jet noise generation and

suppressor perfformae; and to evaluate the feasibility of selective water

Injection as an In-flight suppression technique. The advanced kcnowledge

achieved through the 4 ucassful, accomplishment of this research program, along

with the findings of the Phase 11 program on operational noise problems An

effects of suppression on iasion performance, can be Iujflameted, toward the

goal of developing a practical suppressor for military jet aircraft.

The problems dealt with in this research investiation have been divided

into the five sections of 'this report, each of which Is easential3jy self-

contained for the convenience of the reader. fHowever, the interrelation of theI various aspects of the program is maintained by appropriate cross-references

betvzen the various sections, and by the condensation of the overall effort In

the SMOZ.
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Experimental and anaeytici,- investigatons on Jet rise generation and su *ression

bay* been carried out for the purpose of: 1) deonstratizg ad steding the

generality of the concept that Jet noise to uniquely related to jet wake man

I flow velocity distributions; 2) further refining an developi analytical Con-

pater techniques for solution of jet flow and anise problems; 3) defiaUig the

effects of Jet temperature and pressure ratio on noise characoristics for nosles

and noszle suppressors; +) deterining the effect of the turbulent jet wak on the

radiation of sound enrgy generated by multiple elemnt Mqpressorsj and 5)

evaluating the feasibility of selotive water injection as an in-flight suppression

devise.

The previoUly established tecbhquo for balculatLon of sound power spectra frM

.erodynmmic properties of the jet wake is oulined in Section 1 of this r(ort.

* - It is demonstrated that the metod is quite general, ing applicable tonosale-

- suppressors of various caetric designs. Furthermore, experimental evidence is

presented whith indicates that jet noise sound power spectra can be alequatey

predicted for the various nozzle configurations at flow pressu, ratios up to

3.0, and flow temperatures up to 180'R. Comparison between eamred and pre-

- dicted overall sound power shows that the predicti,)n method used provides calculated

"" levels within t 2 db of acoustically measured levels for nearly all nozal shapes

and flow conditions tested,

In Section 2, the developmeut of analytical techniques for jet flow field pre-

-" diction is undertaken in order to provide a vorking tool for jet noise suppressor

research. Starting from the approach sggested by the theory of Raichardt,

computer programs are developed which represent an advancement of the state-Of-the-

art in the analysis of jet flow from complex nozzles. While It is shown that

analytically derived mean f.ow velocity profiles for the jet mixU4 ieogion in

ix



general agrees satisfactorily with exper.mnt, furter wk is e to brin

computer techniques to their full state of uvefullness.

In Section 3, the results of a study on jet noise generation and suppression at

high flow temperatures, up to those representatiw of afterburning jet engine

operation, are presented. xprimental data on noise generation by jets up to

flow pressue, ratio of 3.4 and toaperatvr up to 33OOR has been btaindt in-

dicating that for lo pressure ratios and moderate temperatures little flow

density effect esista, vhile over the full range of observation a tomperatur

dependent flow density effect is found to occur. Wl effect Is such that sounA

powr varies with e * where n is apprwinately a linear function of

temperature. Te resalts of scale model experiments have been used to establish
g

an empirical relativnesu between nozsle energy flux and sound power generation,

applicable to concentric flows as well as siuple oonical nosles. Studies of

suppresuor noale acowitioa'. performane at high flaw temperature have been

earreed out experimentally, with results indicating that qp s asion .s temperature

as well an pressure ratio depen5ent. Jet noise suppresuion at high flow temperatures

requires further study for the purpose of deriving generalied temperature scaling

laws applicable to all nozle eometries, since the experiwmntal results presented

indicate that temperature effect on suppression may be nozzle geometry dependent.

The results of the high temperature Jet noise investigation point out the need for

flow temperature similation in suppressor scale model development directed toward

afterburning Jet engines.

Section 4 preseuts the results of experimental investigations on dla'.pation of

sound, generated by a let, in the turbulent wake of the jet itself. No evidence

of sound absorption has been fowd, and thus no modification of the correlation of

aerodynamic and acoustic Jet properLies is r~quired from this consideration. The

effect previously referred to by other researchers as jet uoise 'shiilding" is

shown to be the rbsult of directivity rather than sound power change.

x



Selective water injection as a jet lins suppressio.n techniq has been ex-

permIIentally and analytically inwstigated,, vith results presented in Section 5.

Studies indicate that the desL-3d altsration of jet =1 camot be ache4,*d

through liited "atr use, and that the suppression thus accomplished is lehs.

than that expected for niform mixing of sii and water, Adverse effects of high

flow temperature and velocity on noise redaction capability of water injectioa

1 have been experintally deonstrated, and indicate that thig afpression nabhve

i s not practical for in-flight noise 2e4uctioa.

The knowledge gained in the successful copletion of this program on jet noise.

suppression research can be IWplennted, along with other existing technology,
toward the develpmnt of a jet xoiss suppressor for application to military

aircraft in flight. Thus, noise reduction for ailitary jet aircraft might indeed

be a practical rtalty.

U.
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1.0 ftmewurmal. IiivEst~ on on the Eelaiw si letwes 1e1zal

- P Mr rties of the Jet FlowFied and e r t"H t.Om lai.

11 Lintroduction

As a result of a previous Navy sponsored General. $lectric research prop=n

an jet noise gewert~on and suppression (NO"s 59-6160-c) an enirical foimula-

tion was developed for relatUV the 1- ode ptap erties of a free jet to Its

noise ebaracterIsticu (Reft. 1). Mhe Ipthesis that tbe sound poww gpnersted

at various axisl positions In the jet mixing xsgion depends caly an tb.

velocity distribuxtions at these locations led to a general qmnatstive rela-

Itionship for determining sound pwer spectra for simsple canica " aedI

suppresMW DmZ-1.3. It eMs 'dMOnstrated that, vithiu certaln 11*its ot flee

Ipressiue and tfl*eratuw*, the sapaet in wM&c tUm flev velocity distribtii

*vary within the Jtbecasuse of nozzle geometry Variatilon does not Influence the

generality of the aero-Scoutic earelation.

The usefulness of the previously established correlation betea ero-

8d'nwmansd acoustic jet properties depends to a gret, extent an Its appliob-,

bility to realistic flow temperatures and pressures, and to various nz23

coifiwratIons. While past verification of the tbeory vas unsited to cold flows

sub-critical pressure ratios and relatively simple nozzle 4desip 1pm OWItI of

a =jbc-- of identical elements, the present study cons idered flow temrtures

-. ;p to 18001,s pressure ratios up to 3.0, and large variety of nozzle deignsp

*- in accordance with the prnpm a rk statement In Reference 2. The generality

of previously eutabliitid empirical constants has been re-evaluated tbro&

correlation of aerodynamic and acoustic data, indicating that the velocity

prcfile formulation can indeed be applied to heated, higi presawre ratio jets,

an& essentially all nozle geowetries.
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1.2 raction of Sound PrE ESSIMcx from ]2MZPrie2 Data

The previously establi bea relationsbip between aweoynamde an auXutic

propertes of a ftee Jet isresteted from Reference 1 :

f %I

-, ,(f) - Wnpowr preyee t rrqueacyfr.

K m ftptrical constant

eO(0 'nU 8 u=i~thill parameter

f mFrequeacy

U - Loctsl mela flow velocity

a = Flow cross-section arem

X w a A~ial location along th jet 9

The assumptions emplqyed are: (i) No noise is generated vithin the flow

potential core, ard this the integral f ( d) (S-)

most be evaluated over the region a (x) external to the core flow; (2) the

axial distribution of rcae of turbulence within the jet is linear, that is,

Lo,(X; (3) the relationship between axial location and frequency of the sound

source is given by: f =(1.25 E)-1.22 (2)
0

vhere d e nozzle equivalent diameter, is defined by:

2-n
-2-



and a is the nuber'of flow elements in the nozzle; (%) the t generted

sound power Is radiated.

-Predleten of the sound power spectrum is accomplished by ecperiment l.y

or analytically qamutIng the integral In equation (1) at a sufficient number

of x - locations along the jt so that the frequency rang of interest is fully

defined ( ation (2)). U is se tion of the report, the ierienuta evalu-

ation of jet flow pftperis is discussed, while Un analytical approach is

A developed In Section 2.0.

, Under a ,reVious hvy-sponsored reamrch p,±p (Reference 1) the

validity of this method of sound pomr spectrui prediction was democstrated for

S an eight-lzbe spressor nw.Uo, under cold flov ad low pressure ratio coafi-

tions. For couplex nozzle geometries mploying elements of non-unifo. size

I the nozzle equivalent diameter, .i*, in the sound source location equation

i (Eq. (2)) must be suitably defined. The definition of nozles equivalent

diameter as previouy stated in Eq. (3) t a logical choice In that It is an

Iaverage elemental diameter, and the total noise is generated essentially In the

region where the jet flow exhibits an individual element identity. Furthe-nve,

the jet potential core length, which is related to the location of the region

of maximu noise generation, correlates with the equivalent diameter as herein

- defined.

The assumption that the total sound power generated is radiated into the

far ffVeld is considered in Section 4.0 of this report, and it is shown that no

I significant dissipation of acoustic energy in the audio frequency range occurs

in the turbulent Jet.



In order to deterine the liits of applicability a to further develo

- the correlation described above,. experimental Investigatiou of ficiw velocity

profiles we carried out for beven nozzle configurations. Flow temperatures

up to IOeR and nozzle pressure ratios up to 3.0 were tested, and aerodynamic

ftt was correlated with measured. sound power spectrA, as described in the

fralwIng section.

1.3 fet rimental DeterMiatig of FLoW Lelocity Es and Correlation wIth
Measured Sound Power Spectra

Aerodynauic measurements were mae in the free jet wke for a nuber of

=2le geoetries and flow oonditions for the purpose of definig the mer flow

FroPties of the jet. Flow velocity distribution was Aeterkned tbrougbout

the Jet wake, an4L aco stic properties predicted from the flow measureents were

c pared with measured sound power spectra.

1.3.1 AerodaMic Measurements

Detailed flow velocity data was obtained throughout the significant

noise generating regions of the jet wake for the various nozzles tested using

the research facility shown in Figure 1.1. The facility consists of a burner

cf the type commonly employed in aircraft gas turbines, followed by a flow mixer

ard pressure and temperature instrumentation for accurately determining inlet

conditions to the nozzle under test. Air supply capacity for the facility is

vp to 9 lb/sec., and flow temperatures up to 1800R are achieved by the burner.

Nozzle pressure ratios up to 3.0 were pos'ible for the size nozzles tested (up

to 13 sq. in. exit area) with heated flow. For high pressure ratio cold flow

testing, an indoor facility with higher airflow capability was employed, and

test instrumentation used was similar to that for hot flow measurement. The

-4-



test nozzle vas mounted n the facility, shown In Figures 1.1 ad 1.2, and the wake

U .Was surveyed with a zablmation total pressure - total temperature probe, the

position of which was remote3j controlled by meas of probe actuators mounted

I . fra a lathe bed. During the research pro.am, an afterburner was added to the

I facility (Figure 1.2) increasing flow teopenture capability to 3OOR, but

instrumentation difficulty precluded velocity profile measurements above 1800R,

3 an the addition to the facility was used for studies of noise generation at

high teperature as described in Section 3 of this re~Pt.

pA ture and pressure data was recorded automatically for probe

3 traversa t each axial location in the jet wake, a point by point calcula

tions of flow velocity were accomplished by computer. Since the velocity in the

core region of the, jet Is not evaluated in the prediction of sound power spectra,

the problem of esswring supersonic velocities sad static pressure gradlents In

the core reel'on of high pressure ratio Jet was bypassed. For the pressure

3 ratios under consideration, flow velocity in the noise producing mixing region

is essentially always subsonic, while the expansion region with static pressure

gradients and shoek structure Is assigned to the Jet core in vhich no noise Is

I generated. Thus, the computation of flow velocit$ was simplified in that the

assumption of static pressure equal to ambient pressure could be Made.

i The prediction of sound power spectra from velocity data does not

I require knrvledge of the velocity distributions at a given axial location in

the Jet; only the flow velocity-flow area relationship is required (Eq. 1).

I Therefore, the flow velocity data was reduced to the form of equivalent velocity

profiles. That Is, the flow was artificially reoriented to simulate flow from

a conical nozzle for the purpose of simplifying the integration process and

I
Ii 1 4-
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Ia co means of pesntatio for 4 of the low da f the

variu eonfiurtim. This equivalent dat Is presented in the next sectlos.

beving been obtained from flow velocity map at each location J the Jet, by

g prapcal accumlating flow area In the order of deereasin flow velocity to

artific1sU11 create an equivalent comical nozzle profile for each nottle

ge.metxy tested. From the equivalent profiles, the ixterstioa reqired fVr
evalatiom of Equation 1 was peraomed grwphicafly.

1.3.2 ft~ustcma Measuresents

Aerodynamically predicted somd power spectra were correlated with

actuma noise measurements obtained for each nozzle coniguration. Me out

test facility used for flov velocity measurements ves also employed for sound

power evaluation. Noise meadurementa were made under free-field conditions. A

microphone attached to a remotey controlled boom (Figure 1. )as used to

survW the bound field at a TQus of 15 feet from the nozzle. The uicrpbme

a Brue. & KJaer Type 4133o bas flat freicaency response to lOO0 ago. A

frequency analysis of the Jet noise vas obtained for a number of angular 'Loca-

tions from, the jet axis utilizing the instrumentation sha in Figure IAh

From the directivity data thus obtained, sor'l power spectra vere ccmpted b

the process of integration of sound pressures over the radiation area. TM

computation procedure assumes that the ground plane is semi-absorbire so that

maxim= error from this source is about ldb, as the difference between asusmir

,% totaly absorbing and totally reflecting surface is 3 db. The locatlon of the

microphone at 15 feet fro= the Jet permits mea urementa to a 1w frequency lit

of 250 cps. The measurement radius was selected so as to pravi. far-field

conditions for low frequency noise and yet not be so far from the source as to

ae influenced by reflections from nearby structures.

-6-



I The aeroftlemie and scastical data obtiasnd for the seven nozz

geometrles tested are presented in this section, aM correlation between

predicted and eamed sound power spectra is made.

I 22Dgrigtion of Nozzle ROnfigmtionh

I In order to dttermine the .pplicabilitr of the aerodyuac-aecoutie.

correlation to various nozzle eometries, a number of configuations were

I tested. A list of configurations'and test conditmls Is presented n Table 1.L

The nozzles are alU of approimately the geae scale, with emit area

I from 9.6 to 13 In2 . Toe geometric variations (as sn in Figures U5 thrulB )

I include siqle circular exit, annular exit (plug nozzle), shrouded moamlar

exit; maltiple xit (segpented), and multiple exit with elemento of unequa

I size. T. variety of nozzle configurations provided a mans of evlusting the

applicabtlity of V%. prediction technique to essenttally all types 1pf supreasi'.

1 40
1.4.2 g2rEMIation, of Aerojdynjgi ai4 Acoustic rata

Fram the measurements of total pressure and temperature in the jet

wake for the various configurations and test points (as su-ar!zed in Table 1.1)s

mean flow velocities were calculated and flow velocity contours vae plotted for

-., each axial location within the jet wake. Velocity contours fcr the 19-tube

and l8-sepient nozzles are presented in Figures 1.9 and 1.10 . The uerid of

the individual flows, which are quite distinct near the nozzle exit, can be

readily observed as the flow progresses downstream. Equivalent flow profiles

are derived from the velocity contours by accumulating the flow area graphically,

In order of decreasing flow velocity, resulting in the profiles as shown in

Figures l.l1through 1.16. The equivalent flow profile curmves enable the various

-7W



nzzles to be emsidered itn terms of a fictitious sisle circular exit gouetrys

but with flow profiles dloveloping differently than for a circular exit nozzle.

The normlized equivalent prolec and the curves showing the decay of maximu

flow velocity as a functlon of axial location (PIgaue 1.17) provide the data

required for aerodynaic prediction of sound power spectra by means of equation&

I~ lAid!.I
tThe spectra calculated fron jet flow properties are co pre with

acousticaly measured spectra in Pigures 1l.:thru 1.23. Since the levels

calculated are power spectrum levels (soud power per unit b advidth), the

vaLes vhich were measured in percentage bandwidths have been conwerted to the

same constant bandwidth reference for ease of co Iarison. Predicted and

mesured total acoustic power levels for all of the nozzle configurations man

Sflaw conditions for which power spectra bave been determined ae compared in

* Figure 1.24, where the differences between meaured and predicted levels are'

plotted against flow exit velocty.

Several observations can be made concerning the results of this

investigation. The shapes of the predicted sound power spectra agree very well

with measured values, and tke amplitudes agree, in general, within the Units

of experimental accuracy. The spectrum shape results imply that the assumed

distribution of sound zources within the jet wake is adequate, and that the

evaluation of nozzle equivalent diameter by Equation 3 is vlid. The degree of

accuracy achieved in the prediction of absolute noise levels (for spectra and

total acoustic power) verifies the applicability of the fully expanded flow

velority as the significant nozzle exit velocity, and furthermore indicates

that the empirlcal oonstants employed in the correlation are applicable over

that te em8A



the range of flow con3itims tested. Altbolh soYt greater spl]tude

" deration tban can be attributed to experowumtal error is noted for the shrouded

I plug nozzle gecinetry, it Is believed that the discrepscy i. due to generation of

noise (otber than Jet noise) by the shroud. The awme In which this noise is

I generated has not been investigated here, but the concb"-on is in agreement

with the majority of past experience which shows that &MItion of a xhroud may ,

I under sow. circumtanes, result In productin of a mner of disrete frequency

noiae cozponents. 'Ae possibility that noise generated In the inner regions of

a coplex Jet Is G4lsipated in the surrounding turr4eut flow Is are fully

S discussed in Section 4.0 of this report. Nowever, the applIcability of the

aerodynanic-acoustic coVl:ation to the variety of sugessor configuarations

I evaluated confirms the restlt of that concurrent study that no signifiCnt

absorytLon takes place.

1. 5 C.ncluaiops and Peepoendations

, IThe results of this Investigation further confirm the bypothesi- presented

in Reference 1, which states that the noise generatel by a jet is uniquely

related to the mean-flow velocity distribution within t2 vake. The technique

I for calculating sound power spectra from aerodynema 1-oties of the jet wake

is outlined. and the generality of the technique Is Atestrated for: (l)

I nozzle geometry vrriatns, InAluding circalar nozzles, ": nozzles# and

suppressor designs whose inuiv:dual elements are :.ct :01 e-;usa in exit dimen-

sions; (2) flow preasurt ztio up to 3.0; and (3) flxm tezxature up to 1800R.

I Jet noise spectrum shapes and levels can be adeq'tely ;r-ited within the

lilmits stAited.I
i~I



Extension of the spplicbility of the Jet noise suppression theory to

actuaL afterburner temperatures (beyond the scope of the present pre, m) is

discussed in Section 3.0 of this report, and it Is probable thbt the aeroftmni -

preeiction technique can be applied to this condition, though possibly with

some modification. Voward that goal, the AuIstica techniques for fiow profile

prediction, presented in Section 2.0, could be emupioed vi*tin the-linits of

upptItcility to calculate flow xata for correlation with noise dA at fter-

burning teuperaturev-

. ! Finally, the equivalent mean flow velocity profiles presented for the

various noise supprsor nozzles W suggest other Secoetric designs. w e

applicable to specific problems, which ok d generate desired profIles, and

thus, low noise levels.

-10-
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* 2.O ANALYTICAL STUDY ON THE MREDICTION OF AERODYAfMIC PROPERTIES OF FREE JET

I FLOWS

2.1 Introduction

In the preceding section of this report, as well as in Reference 1,

Ithe unique relationship between aerodynamic noise generation and jet flow field
properties has been deMonstrate . Thus, from knowledge of the flow field the

jet noise sound power. spectrum can be determined by analytical means. In order

j to relate jet noise to nozzle geometric parameters by the previous.Ly developed

acoustical theory, a means is first required for prediction of the flow fleld.

IThe subject of free jet rixing and resultant noise generation has

been the object of extensive experimental and analytical research for a number

of years. In the field of free jets, the most complicated practical problem is

found in the Pialysis of the free jet flow emanating from sound suppresssr

configurations. It has been found through research that good sound suppressionI
performance requires a significant amount of geometric complexity. The

I an alysis of the complicated jet flows produced by such configurations must

depend heavily upon a very simple theory to be at all manageable. Such a theory

is the approach suggested and used by Reichardt, and is the one the authors

have demonstrated to be of practical usefulness to the analysis of the flowI1
I fields from jet suppressors.

In this study the development of analytical techniques for jet flow

field prediction is undertaken in order to provide a working tool for suppressor

research. The theory is applied to the problem of predice.ing aerodynamic

I !I properties of jet flows from suppressor nozzles through the use of a computer

pro ier'. This section presents the anr.lysis and computer progr .ms that have1I
I -71-.
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been developed around these theories toward the goal of analytically preducting

the Jet flow fields for complex nozzle geetr-ies, from whieh the Jet acousticvAl

properties can be dete~rmined using existing techniques.

2.2 Theoret'cal Analysis and C uter Program Develoment

The aneayical theory and method presented in this report are exten-

sions of the theor and method originally developed in Reference 1. The

original work prt,.1uced satisfactory results in the prediction of the flow fie3A

and noise produced by elemental jet types (i.e., jets from circular and rect-

angular exits). That work was culminated by a computer program which provided

the means for evaluating the theory for complicated Jet flows. It is In the

prediction of comk1Icated jet flows (such as from the nozzle geometry shown In

Figure 2.1 the'; -.he ori& ai work has been found to be mrginally satisfactory.

Predicted and experi-entally determined profiles for the nozzle shown in Figure

2.1 are compere d at a number of flow cross sections in Figure 2.2. It is the

task of the study reported here to improve the original work in order that

deficlencies can be removed.

2.2.1 The:retica! Analysis of the Jet Flow Field

This section of the rt " sents the analysis of an arbi-

trary jet flow field in which the solutions for velocity, shear stress, and

other properties of the jet flow are consldcrcd for the most general case. The

formal and detaile4 derivation of the equations, which supports the broad

treatment given the analysis in this section, are presented in Section 2.6.

The principle problem area of this study has been the descrip-

tioa of the maner in which jets that have diaTerent properties (i.e., velocity,

-72-
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density, etc.) interaix. More specifically, the Vroblem has been the proper

Ianalytical formulation for the rate of jet spreading (or mixing) under condi-

I tions of relative flow. Once the mixing process is accurately described, the

determirtion of such properties as velocity, shear stress, and density is

J easily accomplished.

The original teatment of the Jet flow problem (Ref. 1) used

the Reichardt hypothesis which states that the spreading property of free Jet-

mixing is dependent only on the downstream distance (i.e., the x-coordinate).

This hypothesis was used in the Reference 1 analysis even for complicated flora

such as those emanating from sound suppressors. There is an extensive body of

Jliterature in existence, some of which is referenced in this report, which

supports the theory that relative velocities determine the rate at which mixing

regions spread. Pbysically, one may think of the mixing region as one ccuposed

of large eddies (of size comparable to the mixing region itself) which cause

the transport of momentum, energy, and concentration. The size of thes eddies

jis a function of the shear forces forming it and the time per unit distance

available for their formation (convective effect). The first effect Is often

J, described by an expression involving the jet Mach number such as the one below:

I dx~Cbl~lCK (2 )

I iThis expression shows that, the higher the jet Mach number, the smaller the

1 eddy size at a given station ('Iefs. 57 and 58).

Research at Stanford has shown that the velocity profiles for

simple relative jet flows can be predicted by using a simple e.pirical

:.7i
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differential equation relating the grovth rate to the relative velocity

difference (Ref. 2). In this research activity, It bas been found that the

relative or convective velocity effect on mixing is well aPPrUXlUOted by the -1

equation given below:

U +1Jdx %#1 2 (lb)E Ui - U2

During the time when the work of this report was in progress,

no information was available a to the manner In which these two effects were

interrelated. As a consequence, for the purposes of this study, the two effects

were geometrically superimposed to give the following equation:

dX = Cbl (l. Cb2  Md ( 1 +U2) (2)

Previousrresearchers have also found this relative velocity effect. In partic-

ular, Willis and Glassman (Ref. 3) found a strong relative velocity effect;

however, they were not able to derive an empirical equation describing the

effects thcy found. Sirilarly, Marshall and Dailey, and Weinstein (Refs. 4 and

5) report a relative velocity effect on the spread of the mixing region but

aCin do not develop equations describing this effect. Kendall (Ref. i) found

that the centerline velocity distribution. using the Reichardt method, was well

described using the rate of spread given by Equation (1) for the case of zero

external flow velocity.

Section 2.2.3 gives the results of this analysis using the

linearly superimposed solution (Fq. (2)) in a comparison of theory anO data.
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For simple Jet$, the relativo flow velocity (or density)

Ieffect produces no difficulty so far as the theory of Reicbardt is concerned.

It is only when more than two siitaneous flovs ae concerned (such as might

occur in a triple annulus of three different flows or in multi-element jet exit

shapes) that difficulty with the Reichardt method is found. Before delving

5into a detailed discussion of this difficulty, it in perhaps yell to give an

example showing the prac+ical significance of the problem. The most obvious
example occurs in the superlmpoition technique *or nozzle suppressors that is

used in the Reichardt method itself. Consider the suppressor element shown in

the sketch below surrounded in part by induced flow resulting from the mixing

Iaction of the jet:

I Indacod Flow

Sappreasor Nozzsle

I Sketch (a). - Suppressor Flow Approximtion.

IIn the approximation technique used with the present theory (to be explained in

subsequent sections), the induced flow is ccnverAently broken up into arbitrary

fictitious Jet flows, each having a unique velocity and other properties. The

relative velocity results suggest that all three flows (Vj, Vl, V2 ) spread at

different rates as they contact one another.

-
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In the multitube type of suppressor, a similar situation arises

as the mixing regions of each of the individual tubes interact. Since the

interaction is not uniform, the convective velocity and hence the rate of mixing

vary in all dimensions.

Another example is a multi-element suppressor having both

primary Jet flow and a sound suppressing low-energy secondary flow, all embedded

in a finite external flow field. Such cases as these cause difficulty in the

Reichardt method which in all other respects has proven to be extremely succes-

sful in dealing with the complicated flow fields fround in suppressor nozzle

configurations.

In his study of Jet flows, Reichardt found that the simplified

constant pressure axial momentum equation for turbulent flow

2

g x F gr

could be satisfied by an elemental exponential equation (as ascertained from

analyzing experimental data of conical free jet mixing).

2 2

if certain arbitrar, conditions were satisfied, specifically,

;b db 2 (3)

Puv 2 x r

In this elemental relation, there appears the variable ba upon which the rate

of spread of the mixing region depends. It can be shown that the differential

A 1 -76-



equation for axial wmentum (N. 3a)) is satisfied by Equation (3b) ifr, ma

only if, the prmeter bris solely dependent upon the x-coordinate. Here the

variable b is the vame as that appearing in Equation, (la), (1b), .a. (2).

That the variation of b in the other coordinate planes does lead to fallacious

] results can be readily shown as illustrated below:

,, II

/ / 44.

Sketch (b).- Y dependent ba conflct.

Consider the intermixing of two, two-dimensional jets, each spreading at a

different rate (Sketch (b)). According to the superposition theory, which

j results from the linearization of the differential Equation (3a), the momentum

in the mixing region, shown cross-hatched, is given by the sum of the momentum

jof tne individual jets (which spread according to Equation (3b). In the poten-

.0til core of the Jet undergoing the least spread, there is found momentum flux

I from the other jet which is spreading faster. This region is shown by the

a double cross-hatching in Sketch (b). Thus it is found in this particular regian
4

that the mcmentu flux is the sum of the momentum flux of 4;he potential core of

1fl7i



the first jet plus the moentu flux spread froa the second Jet - and this a

Is greater than the momentus flux from the first Jet alone. Such a result

yields velocities in the potential core of the first Jet (i.e., the Jet that is

spreading the least) which are greater than those found at the exit plane, a

result contrary to physical reality. This discrepancy represents a limiting

condition of prediction for Jets having significant core interference.

The method used is an implicit solution for the x-coardinate

using the spreading parameter bm as a dummy-dependent variable as suggested in

the original work by Kendall in Reference 1. In this technique, the properties

of the Jet are determined for various b a planes, and the x-coordinate, vhich is

now spacially dependent in the b planes, is determined using Equation (2)

above. In the b planes, the momentum and energy equations are uniquely satis-

fied, and the contxadiction demonstrated in Sketch (b) (which cannot occur in

the b planes) is necessarily avoided but the continuity of the x-plane is nota

guaranteed. Even if the x-plane is continuous, the satisfaction of momentum

and energy conservation principles In a plane of constant x is not necessarily

guaranteed.

This particular problem area is a cubtle one and perhaps not

too important to the general class of free jet flows; and yet it is of utmost

importance to the successful analysis of the acoustic supprcssion phenomena

found in suppressox nozzles.

A closely related subject to the foregoing is the relative

rate of s-prea of momentum and energy. Experi Atts of previous years led to the

well-knovn result that energy spreads faster than momentum in free jet turbulent
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mixing. The turbulent Prandtl mmber vhich relates te momentm transport to

energy transport is comonly given the value of 0.7 to describe this phenomenon.

j -The rate of spread of energy can be analytically specified in a manner quite

analogous to the spread of momentm. Reference 15 shows that the Rele-ardt

Jtechnique linearizes the energy and concentration equations in the same manner

as the momentum equation. The analysis of concentration spreading, in this

Istudy is limited to concentration spreading at the same rate as energy (i.e.,

turbulent Lewis number of unity). There is a spreading parameter bh associated

with the energy spreading as there is a b in momentum spreading. In this

I study, the analysis was extended to relate h to b m Vhrough Prandtl umber.

This was accomplished using the definition of Prandtl number and the equations

J for shear stress, etc., that are derived from the Reichardt method. Several

approximations regarding shear stress derivatives must be msde to achieve the

stated result which has a simplicity in keeping with the state-of-the-art in

spreading property klfedge. The approximate derivation is presented in Section

2.6.1 of this report, and the result is shown to be that the spreading par&-

meters are releted by thd square root of Prandtl number:

1 b n4fi (14)"h

This resIat has been programmed into the computer solutions contained. in the

report.

The solution for the properties of the jet flow downstream of

the exit plane has been extended in gene*, ility from what was developed in

Reference 1. The basic technique involved is the summation of montum, energy,
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and concentration flux using the s Itegra. form as that developed in

Reference 1. Oly the genevsl wtbod of develotsent will be presented here as

the details of the derivation are teszted in Section 2.6.2.

Using the superpositica technique, the mOmenti2E, energy, and

concentration flux at any point in spe.- downstreau of a jet exit contour(s) can

be written as integrls having the fc= shown below in Equations (5), (6), and

(7):

f 2 2ontor

(fMxi (i. - e-r /b. ) dO(6

contours
___2 22

=1~~( -f~'d elCr/h (7)

contours 0r

By means of the energy equation, tbe -relocity can be exprccsed in terms of

these quantities as shown in Sectio 2.6.2. The resulting expression for

velocity is a quadratic In which =Zj the positive root has significance. The

equation is given below.

"t fc- o /2
H + +E! o ()I 4

where

& 2 f + Ca 8b

2IR
9



Once the velocity is 1knowni, the other properties of the jet such as temperatnme,

density, entbalpy, etc., can be imediately obtained, The solution for the

velocity and other jet properti-es has been generalized to the point of handling

n number of different gases, each having its owr molecular weight and specific

heat relationship. This means that the solution is applicable to the study of

hot turbojet exhausts in the analysis of sound suppressors. The only restric-

I tion that is made on the thermodynamics of the solution is that the Jet flows

at the exit be chemical3y frozen.

SIn Reference 1, it was found necessary to include two-dimen-

sional effects in the equation for shear stress in order to obtain analytical

1results comiparable with experimentation. At that time, the amended shear-stress

equF.tions were not included in the computer solution. This condition has been

-rectified and the equation for shear stress, in the course of this inclusion,

- has been refined. The exact derivation of the shear-stress equations stated

below is given in Section 2.6.3. For the radial shear:

-- > (f 2 )~ db3  rb

contours os

- rf( r -(r 2 d (9)
2 b'I b 7

and a similar relation for the circumferential shear stress with sin e replacing

cos 0. Mh- total shear at any flow-field point is given simply by the square

root of the sum of the two component shears squared. A brief discussion of the
results and comparison with the test data is given in Section 2.3. It is

pertinent to note here that the computer progams can be used as research tools
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In this area as well as in the spreading coefficient problem previously mentioned. ,.

Here the effect of density on shear stress can be amalyzed and the correctness

of the present foriaation for shear stress determined.

2.2.2 Analysis of Jet ,T-ow Acoustical Properties

In this section, extensions to the acoustic theory presented In

Reference 1 are considered. The refinement of the formulation for the genera-

tion of aerodynamic sound power proceeds from the point ip Reference 1 where

equation (A.36) is presented. The more involved derivations are presented in

Section 2.6 of this report.

In the present work, more dependence is placed on the Reynolds

shear stress parameter. This is a favorable developmrct in that a suppressor

is likely to have a bigger effect on the variation of shear stress than on any

other aerodynamic pamemeter in the Jet flow. The development is given In

Suction 2.6.4 where the result is shown to be

S-3) / dA (10)dlnf /- an5UC) "9 f Oa O)

Q______ %o

The analyses of this report show that the mximum power is generated at the

terminus of the potential core in agreement with results of the majority of

experimental researchers in this fiel.

The largest deficiency or analytical techniques for the predic-

tion of jet acoustic power is the inability to accurately predict the reduction

in acoustic power which is experinentally found with the muitiple-exit or
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contoured exit nozzles. This acoustic attenuation b !een found to depend cM

I both geometric and aerodynamic properties of the jet flow. Tests havr bhovn

that sound reduction can be pDroduced even with simple jets bry p'.acing two

simple exits, such as rectangles, in proximity to each other.

_ As a backup method, in case the refined aerodynamic techniques

-- describel 4bove do not suffice to give the proper attenuation, an attenuatioa

mechanism and an analytical method have been established in this stu4y. The

most obvious mechanism is the well-established attenuation of sound energy

Itbrough viscous dissipation and is the one used here. In the case of a jet

flow, the attenuation is presumed to occur in the mixing region where the

apparent turbulent viscosity is the greatest. Such a mechanism has intuitively

satisfying characteristics which explain several of the experimental3y observed

effects. These are:

(a) Sound suppressors which seem to work best are those having

inner jet flows (e.g., the multi-tube suppresser). P

- . the above notion, thc sound energy produced by the ime

jets is absorbed by the mixing regions surrounding these

jets.

(b) As the jet velocity increases, more of the acoustic energy

Is passed through the mixing region by refraction. This

plus the greater turbulent viscosity produces increased

attentuation with increasing Mach number.

(c) Attentuation of sound energy produced by suppressors is-

known to be frequency dependent. The formulation that is
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jdeveloped in this study is found- to have freqvxmq

entering to the second power.

However, the theory of the viscous dping mechanism suffers

in two areas. The first and most important is that the phemaenon is not in

agreement with experimental evidence. Secondly, the mechanism does not lend

itself to mathematical formulation since an exact analysis would detmil the

history of the wave front from each equivalent source in three-dimensional

space. Becaus6 of the first deficiency, such an exact solution is not Justi-

tied.

The development of the attenuation phenomenon presented herein

is based on the Kirchhoff equation for plane waves (Ref. 6). In the Kirchhoff

development used in this report, the viscous coefficient is replaced by the

edy viscosity, and the eddy Prandtl number is substituted into the equation.
i9

I Further, a measure of the length vve fAijch the attenuation takes place is

I estimated using the -ixing region width pareaeter, b6. To account for the fact

that more of the attenuation would seem to occur in the innermost portions of

the Jet (a logical consequence of the theory), a porosity factor is applied to

the attenuation; this porosity factor relates the attenuation of each source In

the acoustic integration tL Its location within the jet flow purely on a

geometric basis. The developments of this theory and the equations below are

given in Section 2.6.4. These equations are

(a) The attenuation formula is:

Ie" Xe
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whre dk f.(1 +. (11b)I o 03  3 Pr

I(b) The mean length:

IXe- =CbEA (12)

(c) The porosity:

Rf = R An  (13)

c cIR
The above set of Equations, (i0) to (13), plus Equation (2), contain five

arbitrary constants, the determination of which is discussed in Section 2.3.

Some preliminary results obtained using these formulas in the circular exit

solution program are given in Section 2.3 of this report.III

2.2.3 Computer Program

i The equations of the foregoing section, along with msam

subordinate equations, have been written into two separate programs in the

' process of the development of the solution. The need for two programs has a

1 historic background which can be briefly outlined at this point. The formula,-

Lion of the equations was performed early in the study contract and it was at

I that time obvious that the determination of the five arbitrary coefficients

involved in the solution could be obtained only through a trial-and-ersor

procedure using a computer solution. Rather than modify the original program

j at this point, it was decided to create a small program which would fulfill

the following three goals:
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(a) Provide an economical means for obtaining the values for

I the five arbitrary coefficients.

(b) Provide means for ascertaining the correctness of the

relative velocity effect on sound attenuation.

(c) Provide program logic for insertion into the main program

during its revision.

It became obvious, however, as the programming of the "simple

program" comenced that the problem had become complicated to the point where

even a simple circular exit solution required sophi3ticated and extensive

programing, especially if it was to be used in the revised main program. When

it became obvious, moreover, that the simple solution was too large for the

1620 computer, several of the first goals were compromised and reliance,

I1 instead, was placed upon the use of the final major program. The circular exit

program, then, as it has turned out, has had the function of performing (a) and

j part of (b) noted above. It has yielded reliminary values for the five arbi-

trery coefficients, and major portions of the program are being used in the

main program itself.

The simple circular exit program cannot be used for multiple-

exit configurations, that is, double annuli, but it can be used to evaluate the

acoustic attenuation observed when a secondary flow of large expanse 
(compared

to that of the jet itself) surrounds the circular jet. This encompasses by far

the majority of the experimental data available on jet flows including those

data available on mixing and the spread of mixing regions in jets surrounded by

finite external flow fields.
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In the following sections, the philosophy of the two programs,

J some of the prograzning methods used, azi the broad physical features of the

programs will be discussed. In Section 2.6.5, a more detailea description of

the programs is given.

Preliminary CoMIuter Program

or The solution technique of the simple circular-exit program is,

in general, peaialel to that of the main program, and for this reason it will

jbe discussed only briefly. In the sisple circular-exit program, the inverse

procedure is used wherein the solution is first performed for various b planeE

Uand t'ieu x is explicitly calculated using Equation (2). This technique offersII

the advantage that the flux integrations (which are bm dependent) need be

performed but once for any exit configuration (in this case the exit radius);

3 then the results of these integrations are used for all subsequent running of

th-t exit configuration. Such a technique offers a factor of four saving in

computer time compared to doing the integrations each time the program is run.

3In the main program a similar technique is used. The velocity is obtained

ttrough an iteration procedur &s it is in the main program, and the soand power

calculation is performed explicitly after the x's (and therefore frequency)

have been determined.

Main Computer Propam

In this section ie presented the philosophy underlying the

computer progranmine of this project and an outline description of the program.

This program combines the geometric genurality of the previous computer program

3 reported in Reference 1 with aerodynamic generality and sophistication estab-

liuhed in thie study. The aerodynamic generality stems from the fact that the
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program can handle any number of gases having different C positions and beat

capacities. At present, its only thermodynamic limitation is that the gas flovs

at the nozzle exit must be chemically frozen. Except for the "moderate compres-

sibility limitation" on the development of the shear-stress equation, and theiinherent thermodynamic limitations placed on the differe-tial equatiom solution

j(i.e., the original simplified differential equation due to Reichardt), the

program makes no restrictions as to the density, teperature, and the Ppch

number of the cases it can handle. Specifically, the prorgra as It now stands

should be capable of providing reasonably accurate solftions to actual turbojet

suppressor problems. The only aerodynamic restriction that is placed on the

solution is that the overpressure ratio of the jzt at the exit plane be nearly

unity. Actually, the program can be used in certain cifr-cstances for the

overpressure case and for providing approximate solutions to the ejector flow

problem through clever input to the program. These techniques are discussed in

Section 2.4.

The biggest stumbling block to the p.ogra= developnent has

been, as mentioned prt-iiousLy, the tecb.nique for the relative veocity eff2ct.

Another problem has been the development of a method for dividing the flow field

so that the integrations in the sound-power calculation Will have good accuracy.

The program now integrates 200 points (approximately) in a typical quadrant of

symmetry. For most suppressor configurations, this fi -zess is not 5iutfficient

to provide aL- urate sound-power integrations for fre .ez~s higher tan thoseI|
found at the terminus of the elemental potential cores. For example, a typical

multi-tube suppressor would require about an order-cf--.itude increase in the

number of mesh points to obtain accurate acour-tic _i-eZsions at the higher



rrequencies. Such an increase is impossible to attain in the present program

because of the memory storage limitations. It is thought, however* that the

200-point solution will provide sufficient accuracy to at least determine the

7he program calculate, flow properties and acoustic properties

for a number of b planes, the number depending upon the length ratio and the

acoustic bandwidth specified in the input. For exaple, if data are desired

from the exit plane to a point downstream corresponding to x/c.e of about 30

and the acoustic spectrm is to be in one-third octave bandwidtls, then about

19 bm planes (exponentially spaced) will be ubed. This technique will assure a

high probability of calculating an acoustic point for each acoustic band.

i The program makes a "pass" through the 200 points or each b.

t.ape. On the second pass (currently bypassed) the program interrogates the

S magnitude of the velocity of neighboring mesh points (suIrounding the point -in

questlon) to determine wLether or not to subdivide the existing mesh into much

1 finer increments to provide a more accurate solution in a way which avoids the

machine memory-capacity problem. The main mesh can be divided in one of three

ways: a horizontal division by eight, a vertical division by eight, or a

combined horizontal and vertical division by eight to provide 64 points within

the existing mesh. The size of this inner mesh is increased as the program

proceeds to calculate b planes further downstream. For example, at an x/e

of approximately eight, the program divides the major meshes into 16 points
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instead of 64, the general idea being, of course, that the mixir. regions at

this point are so large that 16 point- provide as much accuracy as 64 points

provide near the exit plane. There is also a practical reason for this decrease

in mesh size. As the program proceeds to bm planes _ ocated further downstream,

the number of meshes increases and would soon exceed the capacity of the 7094

memory. By increasing the mesh size, the mesh solutions can actually be nested

in the machine logic. Figure 2.3 shws a b plane and soe typical major mesh

points h~ving irner mesh divisions at several physical locations in the bm

plane, end shows how these Lner meshes are nested to conserve memory storage.

On the thirO pass, 'the program interrogates the velocity

points, which are stored in memory, within "the cone of influence" from the

point in question. This cone of influence has a physical size approximately

equal to twice the size of the typical mixing region at that point in space.

Figure 2.4 shows the cone of influence interrogation on a figurative basis. The

program determines the relative maximu, and minimum of the velocity points in

the b plane within the cone base circle and uses these relative maximum andm

minimum in a calculation of spreading propertiet of the jet flow and the

acoustic properties. From these properties, a unique value of x .nd frequency

is obtained for each of the major mesh points.

At each 2oint, the sound power which is calculated is assigned

a frequency index which is related to the frequency calculated at that point.

This sr. 'd-power calculation (which at this time is in terms of energy) is

added to all other energy calculations in the b m plane in question having like
frequency indices. These frequency indices have a bandwidth tolerance of one-

tenth octave. At the ter--ination of a b plane, the sound-power calculations
.9m
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are ordered in decreasing levels of sownd power and those sound-power sums

having frequency indices within one-third of an octave of each other are added

and the frequency of this sum is normalized. Figure 2.5 presents a basic flow

chart for the program, atlining the discussion just presented. It in no way

represents the entire logic of the program which is far more extensive. This

flow chart is keyed to the program listing in the more complete discussion of

S-- the program in Section 2.6.5.

2.3 Discussion of Res :lts

.. This section will discuss the results that have been achieved in this

- study program. Included in this discussion are the evaluation of tke coef.

ficients, comparison of theoretical velocity profiles with the data, comparison

of theoretical shear stresses with data, and comparison of the theorntical

sound-power production vith data.

Evaluation of Constants

The a nalptical theory devel-ped in this st*y involves five

arbitrary constants which roust be determined i tom the data existing in the

literature. Two of these coefficients are in the equation which relates the

rate of spread of the nixing region to the axial coordinate and the convective

Mach nnz ber (Eq. (3)) and one of each are in the equations for sound-power

generation, attenuation, and frequency. I" the evaluation that has been conducted

thus far, the constants have been found to be coupled so they cannot be deter-

mined independeatly, th"r. increasing the difficulty of obtaining values for

the constants.

.
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~The constants for the rate of spread equation have been

determined largely from the work of Lawrence (Ref. 7) following the work orig-

inally done in this area (Ref. 1). Kendall based the value of the coefficients

in Equation (1) upon the spreading of the flux on the jet centerline where the

cylindrical solution is completely analytic. In the present study, the velo-

city profiles for all s have been compared with the data of Lawrence and

velocityprofiles yielded coefficient value. It

*ims been found that the coefficients are only slight' different from the values

presented in Ref. (1). These values are:

Cbl = 13.5 (14a)

Cb2 1 -5 (14b)

The above constant values produced reasonably good predictions of the velocity

profile data at all points in th flow field for the two cases that were run

(refer to Section 2.3). The acoustic prediction at Mach 0.7 is extremely good

concurrently. However, the acoustic prediction at Mach 1.05 was found to be 2db

lower than the data (Fig. 2.6). This result is directly attributable to the

reduction in mixing predicted by Equation (3) for the higher jet Mach number.

With Cb2 set equal to zero, the prediction of jet noise is seen to be much

better.

The work done by researchers in the field of acoustics has

generally supported the contention th+at t ae frequency of the sound produced at

a given x location is proportional to the eddy velocity. On this basis, the

value of the coefficient would be expected to have a value of 2.0. Using the
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sound-pover profiles such as Figure A-U1 in Reference 1 and the results of the

circular solution, the value of the coefficient has been found to be

ICf ' .5 (15)

IThese same data have yielded values for the sound-power coefficient and thej!1 I attenuation coefficient of

C 1410 (6w a

C = 250 (17)

If the analysis were precisely correct, these values for the coefficients would

apply for all manner of configurations and conditions. However, since the

II analysis is at best approxlmate, it may be found Ln- the course of running other

configurations that minor changes in the value of these coefficients will yield

better overall results.

I Velocity Profiles

Figures 2.7(a) through 2.7(e) present the results of the

theoretically predicted velocity profiles determined with the theory presented

herein as comqmred with the data of Reference 7. It is seen that the theory

indicates less spread of momentum flux at both high and low values of the axial

* distance. Since the theory conserves momentum, the shape of che velocity profile

suggests that the data are in error since the data definitely do not satisfy

the conservation of momentum condition at axial distances near the exit.

9It h.
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Sheur Stress

The comparison of theoretical and experimental determination

of the shear stress found in simple flows is made in Figure 2.8. It is seen

that the theoretical prediction is in reasonable agreement with the data (in

keeping with the prediction of Ref. I).

SQund-Power Prediction

Figure 2.6 presents the acoustib predictions obtained with the

theory and the values of the corztants given previously. At Mach 0.7, tbei

prediction is by all standards excellent. The premature dropoff in sound power

at the low frequencies found previously has been eliminated. At Mach 1.0, the

results have not been quite as satisfactory for reason0j suggested before. Note

that the difference between theory and data is quite uniform and that here again

the theory seems to be predicting the correct profile and frequency shift.

2.4 Additional ApproxLations for Fj. ctor, Overpressure, agATnduced Flow

Ejector Approximation

Because of the problem enccuntexed in the mixing rate diffi-

culty discussed in Section 2.1, the extension of the analysis to encompass

ejector (i.e., shrouded nozzle configurations) was not performed in this study.

However, sufficient work was done to establish an approximate procedure that

can be used with the existing program to determine the flow-handling character-

istics of ejector-type sound suppressors. The method is approximate because the

theory behind it assumes constant pressure mixing and because it uses a ficti-

tioas geometry surrounding the primary flow. This pseudo-geometry is shown in

Figure 2.9, vherein a hexagonal outer nozzle surrounxds the primary nozzle, the
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hexagonal configuration replacing the actual circular ejector, (such a configa-

I ration is of little use in those sound suppressors urilizing an ejector sur-

4 rounding a complicated exit configuration such as the petal suppressor shown in

Sketch (a). The hexagonal configuration is necessary to deceive the program

into generating reflected velocity profiles at the hexagonal boizdaries which

then approximate a shearless wall velocity profile. Such a solution for simple

ejector geometries should produce qualitative flow-rate ratios for those ejector

configurations in which the secondary shroud length is quite short.

Overpressure Approximation

AThe overpressure approximation that can be used is again

restricted to sim2?e configurations such as a multitube suppressor and/or to

low overpi-essure ratios. The criterion is the degree of flow interaction and

the attendant shock structurei strength in the downstream flow field. Such

shock structures obviously cannot be handl~ed by the existing program. The

approximation that can be wade for these simplified cases is to increase the

,i exit'area to one corresponding to the exit Mach number based upon one-dimen-

sional expansion of the exhaust gases to the ambient static pressure. The

" I modified area coordinates are then substituted for the physical exit coordinates

in the input to the program.

Induced-Flow Approximation

! I A possible cause of the suppression of jet noise found with

complicated jet exit configurations is the inducement of a flr" in the mixing

regions. Sacn 21ow inducement theoretically reduces the shear stress and there-

j by the noise level. To du Licate this effect analytically, it is necessary to

input to the ccnputer program a fictitious exit shape, modifying the actual _
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suppressor exit shape. In the modified shape, estimated velocity values we

used to produce the induced flow. Referring to Sketch (a), which is a par-tal

view of a peta.-type suppressor exit, the fictitious exit shape that is adied

is shown by the dashed lines and the approximate flow in this portion is sbAUn

by the cross hatching. Such a technique allows the computer to consider te

added Jet flow as the entrained flow. This technique rema-tns to be verified

using the new computer solution of this study.

2.5 Detailed Analyses and _omPuter Programs

2.5.1 Berivation of Prandtl Relation

The Prandtl number relates thq transport of energy to the

transport of mmentum. By definition, the turbulent Prandtl number is givvn by

the following equation:

'.- Cprje
ie

The definition of the eddy viscosity and heat-conduction coefficients in this

equation are as follows:

ke (19)'h0

Now as shown in Section 2.5.3, the shear stress is given by

u(22

Substitution into Equation (29) ields

"'I (p 

(2
Sb m  d 1

Te 2 dA r(2



To put the expression for ke in a similar form, it is necessary to make the

*1] following approximat1on:

T f h O , u ev ' h 0  ( 2 3 )

which will hold reasonably well for moderately incompressible mixing. By

analogy to the linearization of momentum flux (uhich leads to (21), one can

show ti'atI J
where the use of the eienthalpy spreading parameter bh can be noted. Substitu-

tion into (20) produces the following equation:

" P bh u (25).. ke'% x

Substitutin, the relations for the transport of momentum and :.rgy (?2) and

(25) into (!F) yields the following equation:

Pr bmd ____u

Pm r (26)
--

dx

Equation (2) shows that db,/dx is approximately constant, at least up to 
the

-. end of the potential core. The presunption rade here is that the bh derivative

will behave similarly. If such is the case, the derivative ratio is 
propor-

tional to the -.-tio of the spreauing parameters. With this approximation and

further expanding the derivatives in (26) (neglecting radial gradients 
of

density), the following result obtains:
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Pr 4 ~ (2U(27)

This expression relates the square of the spreading parameter ratio to the

Prandtl number and another term containing derivatives of velocity and enthalpy.

This latter term can be written in terms of legarithmic derivatives[h 2 (28)

L 3m Ro*) J

The approximation which is made at this juncture is that the logarithmd

dtrivative ratio is approximately unity. This approximation leads to the final

result that the spreading coefficients are related to the square root of the

Prandtl number.

Pr (29)
bh

The validity of the above approximation would seem to be mst

open to question under isoenergetic mixing conditions where theoretically there

is no gradient in stagnation enthally.

2.5.2 Derivation of Velocity and Related Expressions

At any point in the jet flow field the flux of momentum,

energy, and gas concentration are known as a consequence of the theory used in

this study (see Eqs. (5), (6), and (7)). These three flux quantities wilJ. be

termed M, H, and K in the subsequent development. It can be shown that the

mean of the product of the unsteady quantities in these flx functions, namely,

N



S-(30)

I I (31)I 1 " --- (:2)

fuk1

can be well approxiamted by the product of the means. The error is generally

less than 10 percent. Reference 15 presents 4n eact treatment of this problem

i and it will not be considered further here. Also, the concentration expres-

- sion cooly used for the mixing of two dissilar gases is extended in this

ianalysis to an indefinite number of gases without the benefit of a formal

I proof. Thus

k-k-
, -o  - - %(33)

where k o is the total concentration of ambient gases at a point and the sum

L " represents the calculated total concentration of jet gases.

j"From the energy equation, using the Crocco relative enthalpy

for boundary condition satisfaction, one obtains

h 0 =h 0 + u2 (34)
2

Now using the concentration expression given above, the local specific heat

for an arbitrary gas mixture is given by

C C k. +  (3-9
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At will be seen, it is convenient to define a mean specific heat in the deriva-

* tion of the velocity expression such as

T2

-t (T2 -c) (36) ",
C p

P" TI.

i

If the specific heat is related tu tmcperature through a series expansion of

the type

!i X2

then by (35) there results

f k+ ;i2 T) + (I - k ) c (38)

cp= -i + - c (38)0t

and substitution into Equation (36) yields the following equation for the mean

specific heat: -

c = i ' i 2 1 1ioi,2 2l

pmT- IL

(1 - k (T2 - T) +?o2 (T 2
2  T T1 

2) 2]

T2 - 7 (39)

Taking the base enthalpy point at absolute zero reduces the above equation to

the one used in this study

(40)I
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I Substitution of this mean specific heat into the eners equation produces

, = (c mT c To + (42
1 hr .. . ,,,O . .

I The following algebraic manipulations and substitutions tan be performed to

i produce a quadratic expressitm in the desired velocity variable:

R ~c Pftg(k)

[ _O 0

-V, up c i'x
:~ - T O

R

I. + "CP ) T 00 (45)

In this quadratic, only positive roots have physical significance ad the final

equation for the velocity is

o 1/2

."H ( -2 + Mf c  T0  (46)

t-

L- where:

T" c P

A2 R
r
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For the general ae involving gas mixtures of different molecular weights and

specific beat coefficlents, the solution is iterative around the variables,

i anud . This is done through the solution for concentration
pa g

k, Ki(l)

..

I the gs constant

I R= k + (i 2 ki) R ("9)

and Equation (40) for the mean specific heat, c. When the molecular weight
iP

and specific heat asre constant and equal for all the gases entering into the

problem, then the solution does not involve iteration. In running the programs,

the convergence of the velocity solution has been rapid.

S ar-Stress Derivation

M!e derivation hes as its basis, the representation of shear

rstress by the werl-known equaticn for Reynolds stress

" -ruIv (50)

Now it can readi2". be shown that the mean of the fluctuating quantities In (1)

can be replaced v-th differences of mean quantities. Thus,

If.'t -e t "e= e o-5. susiutdit (0 i1(. (51)

It the i rieupti of =sde~ate incompressibility made in Reference 1 is made

again here, thez te results of (51) substituted into (50) yields tbe fundamental
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relation used for the shear stress in the derivation

t! 1j

Reichardt found a relationship between the first term of (52) and the radial

SI gradient of momentum flux in his mixing *olution. For an elemental jet, this

"I relation is

)' -bm CP__m -u7)' (53)"

The momentum flux at any poirt in space for an elemental jet from the Reichardt

solution Is given by

S 2/

Iand the deriva~ive of (54i) with respect to r yields the following relation:

I = -2 (rU2 )e A er r2/bM/ Jb (55)

I Substitution of this result into (3) gives a relation far the first term in

quantities which can be evaluated through a computer integration.

The second term is reduced by applying the continuity equation

I to the flow field of the elemental jet. In polar coordinates, this expression

1 is

+ z(pT) +e PU =o (56)
r rx
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At a given x-plpne, the gradient of mass flux with respect to x can be

considered to be a function of r only. Thus, the above differential equation 1
beecoes a simple fitst-order differential equation In one unknown, having as -

its solution
r

* , r ?x2 r'dr' (57)
r ?

where the constant of integration is zero. Multiplication through by u leads

to the result r

ii(~u .~. r'dr' (58)

r u i0

Using again the elemental 3et momentum flux relation (5h) and taking the differ-

entiation outside of the integration, the following sequence of equaLions can

be written:

-2

ruV u--Le r Ci r (60)

x U
0

Introducing (514) (with the mean of the product assumed equ al to the product oX

the means) u can be eliminatod, namely,

(PU - o -

1, . . . , . e e ,(60

r.



r -

2I r 2

j ~2b1Fii2 AK~ e-I2/b

I Presuming that the x-directed gradient of density is nearly zero ,Justifies the

insertion of the density square root into the derivative. The density expres-

I sion may be removed altogether if it s presumed that the local density is

i: 'I approximately equal1to the mean density over the integration. Such simplifi-

eation reduces Equatieo (61) to the zolowing (after integration):

bwb r -

((62 (61

" Performing the indicated partial dieferentiation and combining terms leads to

sthe followin final expression for the second term of the sher-stress equation

for a" elemental Jet in terms of qiantitles which can be evaluated:

e/2b A
17( - e-)_A (e bQ r 2/b2

. 7~i3  b~)~22b2e u j (63)

Addition of the two terms produces this result for the elemental et shear

stress:

_ ( 2 )A d b' -2o r2 rEL/b2)

er r kT e mr (1 + 2 r 2  e -64

a./
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The shear stress at a point in the flow field of a finite jet is obtained by

the linear super position of the solutions obtained for the elemental Jet.

(rhe exit is deconposed into a matrix of elemental jets.) In the computer

program, the super position is replaced by an integration. The radial and

tangential components of the shear stress are obtained by multiplying the

integral relation by the cosine or sine of the angle between lines connecting

the point in question to the origin and to the elemental Jets being integrated.

(See Fig. 2.10).

Again utilizing the superimposable neure of the equations,

integration over the exit plane produces the total shear in the two coordinate

directions (s and 0)-.,

/ (rfu2) d b
)e m er/b coso

S A fbr' dx
e

r,2 _e 2 /2b 2 (r2+

Lr e M2 /2 1 + (IL2+ ]A e (65)

Integrating in polar coordinates (dA = r'dr'de) with respect to r' yields

Its = /I - ir ed M f cos e [If/lerf (r/bm)

contours

er2 eb1~ - (rtm ) 2 j d8 (66)

and a similar expression for 0 with sin 6 replacing cos e.
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2-5-4 Sound-Power DAerivation

a In Reference 1, the following equation was derived frC the

9theory of Lighthill:

I* a P~x'~ fW!AV f Cd /pa (7

A .-

This equation relates the sound power produced withiin a volume, &V, about a

_ 1 ] point in the flow field to the eddy oscillation frequency and the shea stress

generating the eddy. The volume at the point is, as in Reference 1, assumed to

have as its characteristic dimension, the mean size of the eddy, C. Utilizing

the relation below (again from Ref. 1) yields the following eqtatixc for the

volume in question. The frequency equation derived in Reference 2. is also

1 used here.

2 2 (68)

f- 1 (69)
Ie r) 1/

The product of these two quantities is then:

4~V U 3P2(o

S By placing the shear stress and density variables into the inte-als of (67)

and simplifying, there results

Pa W U c _T7_C-3) ___ _ dv (n)
S-- a 5

0-0
V
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This volume integral can be replaced vith an arf integial by considering the

sound power to be prouced in unit length.

c T 7e_) 12 dA(72)
d l, x 5

3 , A

Frm the frequency relation

f .,UC/X (73)

the following useful equation can be derived:

dlIn fa dIn c -i1(4I Inx dlnx

Substitution of the last relation into Equation 1,72) yields the sound power

per cycle of frequency (or bandwidth). Introducing the attenuation coefficient

- and the arbitrary constant into the equation produces the equation for sound->1
power production used in this study

CU a : c
d In U 57F 12 dA (75)( d'ln x -1 L

2 A

The acoustic power developed by free jets (sound suppressors

in particular) has two characteristics: (i) a Mach number effect and (2) a

shielding effect wherein the sound produced by eddies internal to the overall

jet structure are apparently masked, shielded, or attenuated in some manner by

the surrounding flow field. An e.)Lact solution would describe the attenuation,

refraction, and convection effects of the sound produced at each point in the
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flow field. To avoid the difficulties of performing such a solution, two

parameters will be artificially introduced into the standard viscous dissipa-

ition formula, which (it is hoped) will provide the desired effects. These are:

(i) the jet porosity which simply relates the point to the jet flow field in a

Igcometric fashion and (2) an extent effect which should provide a measure of
the time the acoustic energy is under the influence of the viscous dissipation.I

Forming 4n attenuation coefficient

-e kXe (76)

I where X is given 1-1
e

'I I and where kis obtained from the Kirchhoff viscous dissipation equation

"I ~ ~~~~ ~~ ~~~~ 3-Ti qaini lgtydfeet rmtefr sa on.Hr h

This equation Is slightly different from the form usually found. Here the

eddy viscosity replaces the kinematic viscosity and has been factored out of

the expression through the use of the Prandtl relation. The eddy viscosity in

Equation (78) is taken to be some mean viscosiy over the mixing region. To

b;utain this effect, the following arbitrary equation has been formed.

X (78)
e -,. .2.. ( x

The local eddy viscosity is given by the standard definition
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W 0 r) (80)

and using the approximate relation for the shear stress neglecting density
* effects produces

2 dx"

• It should be noted that the above relation for tht eddy viscosity is an approx- "

imation for the elemental jet and not for the general flow field which would

1 involve integration of such quantities (as in Section 2.6.2).

I In light of the preceding approximations in the attenuation

development, such an integration is not warranted.

2 Finally, the arbitrary equation for the porosity effect thale

has been tentatively used in this study is given below:OP

Ef 1- -' RA (82)

c C

In effect, this eqution arbitrarily de-emphasizes the sound energy produced by

mixing regions close to the iet axis.

Clearly, the use of such arbitrary expressions reflects the

couplete lack of experimental knawledge in this area which could direct such

analytical efforts and, moreover, -he complexity of the situation, which

discourages a more detailed and fundamental treatment.
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255 Computer ProgaM Description

I This section of the report presents the description of the two

programs that were developed in the courte of the study contract. Of the two

programs, the second or main program will receive the most attention since It

is the one having the most significance to the analysis of suppressors and,

indeed, is the desired product of the study. These programs are presented in

1 ]. this section and the reader is asked t- -efer to these sections during the

I descriptions which follow. As p~rt of the program description typical input

and output for the two programs and the manner in which the programs are used

, will be discussed.

Single Circular Exit Progaam

The single circ¢ ar exit program and its two companion sub-

routines are presented in this section. The first of these sub.routines (Sub-

routine Flux) is used once for a given exit radius and the second subroutine is

- jused thereafter. The exception to this procedure is if different bandwidths in

1 the acoustic spectrum are desired or if a different starting point in the b

dumW coordinate is desired. These cases require that the longer, first-mentioned

subroutine be used (again for the first run only). The running time for the

program using the second subroutine is a factor of four less, so that there iz

.1 a considerable advantage to using it. A typical running time for the program

using the second subroutine is about 1 hour on the 1620 computer (evaluating 19

b planes). The second subroutine (Subroutine Short Run) is used in conjunction
M

with the output from the first subroutirc (the output used is a part of the

I iut).

~I
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The following brief paragraphs give a functional resume of the

.1 major portions of the program.

Preceding the exit-conditions calculation, input, and normal

program preliminaries, is the sound-power function which is the main equation

for the noise prediction. It 13 basically the same as Equation (i0). In the

'I exit-conditions calculation,. the properties at the exit plane such as velocity,

i temperature, and the fluxes of mass momentum and energy are determined. The

flux values are necessary, of course, in determining properties in the jet flow.

j The determination of initial conditions is primarily for the

various integrations whibh take plate later in the program. Of particular note

is the frequency initialization.procedure. Here the frequency bands are

specified and the sound power in them clear d to zero.

i Next follows the determination of the number of b planes
which will be calculated and the specification of limits for the various loops

1 in program logic.

Entering into the radius loop (wherein the points along a

radial ray are calculated) the flux calculation loop is first found and it is

at this point that either of the two subroutines to the program are called.

From the flux calculatinn, the velocity is determined.

i
The calculation of the local aerothermal avoutic properties

is followed sequentially by the calculation of sound power. The sound-power

calculation procedure is more complex than need be for this program since, in

the case of a simple circular exit, there is only one mixing region and hence

I
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only one characteristic frequency in each bm plane. The procedure shown Is
S used in the main program wheve more than one eharacteristic frequency is found.

! ! The radius loop is concluded with the integration of the

momentum energy and mass flux in the bm plane. These integrations are used
Jm

primarily to check the program's accuracy since tnergy and momentum are theo-

retically conserved. The radius loop is teradinated when the velocity difference

(jet minus free stream) approaches zero and the program is comleted with the

calculation of sound power in decibels and the final output.

* Because the program is quite simple, the only procedure that

might require a little explanation is the manner in which the two subroutines

I * are used. The program also has an idiosyncrasy in the subroutine transfer

-, which also bears some explanation.

Presume that the program has been run once with the first

- subroutine and it is now desired to run it with the short flux subroutine. It

" is necessary, then, to take the output cards from the first running and remove

all acoustic outpnt dataM, This is easily accomplished since these data are

readily aistin'-ished blocks of output. The modified output should then consist

of a sequence of two output data cards followed by a blank card etc., from

beginning to end. In this form, it can be considered input for the short-flux

subroutine running of the program. Figure 2.11 shows the respective positions

of the input as it would be loaded in the -ourse of running the program. Notice

that the modified oltput-input follows the regular input to the program.

- A peculiarity may be found in running the short flux program.

Since the output does not have the significant figure accuracy carried in the

A]3



machine, the termination of the radius loop previously mentioned does not occur

for precisely the same radius with the second subroutine because of a minor

difference in velocity values. This naturally destroys the correct sequence

* of operation if the machine overruns on a ba plane calculation. The machine

continually checks the sequence so that such an error automatically halts the

machine. To correct this situation (which is found to occur only for the last

few b a plane calculations), it is only necessary tc set (artificially) the flux

value in the output to zero on the last card of the particular troublesome b

plane output. (In Figure 2.13 of the typical output, these quantities are

circled).

Figure 2.12 shows some typical input to the pragram, which,

for the most part, is largely self-explanatory. The units are in ft-lbs-seconds

for all quantities including those for specific heat and the gas constant. As

the program now stands, the proper value for the characteristic radius is the

sawas the radius itself. The output is presented in Table I which again is

larg-y self-explanatory. The program has been modified so that the decibel

calculation is performed for as many bandwidths as in the output to the b

planes (19 in the case shown tn Figure 2.13).

~~1



The Compressible Flow Mixing Prof ile and Acoustics Program and

its subroutines (presented in this Section) is a greatly expanded version of the

original computer program developed in the study reported in Reference 1. The

I major contributor to this expansion has been the logic required by the routine

for the determination of the spreading characteristics of the jet flow under

relative conditions, and the routines required to avoid exceeding the memory-

Istorage capacity c the machine. Much of the flux integration logic for compli-

cated exit shapes that was developed In the original program has been retained

I aid can be recognized in the major subroutine to the program - Subroutine FLUX.

It %as originally thought that computational time could be significantly

reduced by integrating the flux from simple exits with simplified methods such

I as used in the Single Circular Exit program. In particular, the intent was to

caleVlate circular and rectangular exit shapes in this fashion. It has turned

j. out though that only the circular exit can be so treated, due to the co-plexity

of integrating the shear equations for the rdctangular exit in cOosed form.

Subroutine CFLUX is this routine. It is somewhat different than the subroutine

used for the Single Circular EXit program, in that the former recognizes the

circular exit as a point source at sufficient removed distances from the exit

(which again increases the speed of the program). For this reason, subroutine

CFLUX will provide &reatly re;uced computational times for suppressor exit

shapes such as the multiple tube nozzle.

The following discussion will consider first the main program

- and its self -contained subroutine and then the principle subroutines to the

program itself. As in the preceding program discussion, the emphasis will be
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placed on the functional aspects of each of the major portions of the progrem

* and little or no mention will be made of the programing logic involved.

Skipping past the two inner subroutines for the moment, the

first section of technical importance are the exit area and exit conditions

calculation procedures. In the first, the total exit area of the nozzle

coofiguration under consideration is calculated. In addition, the area of each

of the elements making up the nozzle (as in a multiple tube-type suppressor

nozzle) is stored for later use in the flux integral checks. In the conditions

calculation procedure, there are two techniqueo- and one iteration involved.

The iteration is necessary because in this program only the exit stagnation

pressure and temperature are specified, and all properties are obtained from

these two properties. In the case where variable gamma is being considered, an

iteration on the energy equE.tion is required to determine the exit static

conditions. In the first method (constant and identical gamma and molecular

weight for all gases of the system), the iteration procedure is not required

since the exit static properties can be obtained from the standard one-dimen-

sional Mach number relations.

As in the previous program, certa-in initial calculations and

zero settings must be performed and these are found next in this program es

well. The frequency initialization is much the same as before. The velocity

is set equal to the free-stream value to assure correct interrogation results.

The determination o:. the indices on the major lucpz. i. the

program logic follow the initial condition determinations, and this in turn is

follawed by the major loop of the program which determines the set of b planes
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in which the values for the acoustic and aerodynamic properties ot the jet flow

T are calculated.

It is at this point, that the control for the bm plane pass is

- found. TMe program makes three passes in each b plane as discussed in Section

-. 2.2.3. The pass is controlled by the value of a special program signal term -

-, in this case the coded word is IBPAS. In every pass, the program logic proceeds

to the flow-field matrix which determines the two-dimensional point matrix in

the flow-field b planes. These points are determined by means of radius and

angle loops which specify points approximately at the corners of rectangles

S - (refer to the flow chart, Fig. 2.5).

I The Section entitled "No Mesh Set on NMDOM" is artificially

I included in the program on a temporary basis to insure that the second pass of

the program is bypassed. As noted previously, this section must be bypassed

1 because the companion subroutine to the matrix subdivision has not yet been

completed.

The flux loop procedure follows next, and it is at this point

that the subroutines are called into the main program. The various fluxes are

summed over the number of individual elements that exist in the suppressor

1 configuration. Several byrasses are included in the flux calculation to reduce

4 the program running time. The first of these, entitled "X zero shear and

A-- iteration bypass", is used at the first bm plane calculation which is coplanar

with the exit of the suppressor nozzle and which is used to associate the exit

velocity with corresponding mesh points in the first b plane. The second

I bypass is on the shear and velocity iteration calculations which are not needed

for those matrix points lying within the potential core of the jet fflux.
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The velocity iteration which follos is the same as that used

in the ireceding program with the addition of a CP and PGC (perfect gas constant)

loop which provides a solution for gases of different molecular -4eight and

variable specific heat. Two coefficients are used to describe the functional

relationship betwcen specific heat and temperature.

The next major section of importance is the interrogation loop

wherein those points lying within a circle whose radii are twice the width of

the mixing region are compared to determine the relative maximum and minimum of

this set of points. Since the major mesh points are not subdivided in the

V present program the inner mesh points cannot be interrogated, and for this

reason this portion of the program is now bypassed as indicated in the listing.

Once the relative maximum and minimum velocities in a given mixing region are

known, then properties such as the convective velocity, the local value of the

x-coordinate, the eddy viscosity, and the acoustic properties can be determined.

The attenuation calculation procedure is identical to that used in the preceding

program, and only slight modifications have been iade to the x determination

and the eddy viscosity calculation procedures.

Ti.a matrix subdivision section of the program, which is by-

passed for reasons previously discussed, contains three separate routines

depending upon the manner in which the major mesh points are subdivided.

The first two sections beginning with statements numbered 167

' and 168, respectively, divide the major matrix either circurzferentially or

radially, and the section beginning with statement 169 performs the division

both ways. In all three cases the actual subdivision is carried out by one of
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.1
the self-contained subroutines (subroutine mods). This subroutine tells the

* main program what the mesh size Is In the subdivision - for bi planes near the

exit this division is 8 by 8; for b planes near the end of the potential coreLU

the division is by 4; and downstream of this ,oint the division is by 2. For

b3 planes three diameters downstream of the nozzle exit plane there are no inner

mesh sub-divisions.

Following this calculation ptocedure, are the ratio calcula-

tions for the output., sound-pover calculations (which are similar to those in

. the precedink program), the mass momentum and energy integrations, and the

termination of the mesh point angle and radius loops. Next is found the

acoustic search and addition routine which is another major portion of the

program logic and the me which uses the other internal subroutine for the

program - subroutine orders. It is here that the program searches through the

frequency irdifmes that have been determined at a given b plane (one frequency

- - index being associated with each mixing region having different relative maximum

and minimu velocities). Those sound-power values having frequency indices

less than one-third octave apart are added together to form the acoustic output

of the program. The band assignment and shift routine on the following page is

currently not used in this program due to memory limitations. In it, the

machine compensates for the fact that the sound power is being calculated at

discrete points and not integrated throughout the whole flow field. In the

band assignment and shift routine, the pro-am searches through the bands that

have been specified in the output after the final bm plane has been calculated

to make sare that each major frequency (i.e., the major mixing regions) contri-
bute to each bandwidth once and only once after they appear and before they
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disappear. Finallj, all the sound power from the various mixing regions ave

added at each bandwidth to give the total sound power generated. At present,

since the band assignment and shift is not operational, this function will have

to be Verfored by hand, using the output from the acoustic bandsearch and

addition routine.

Following the main program listing, is the listing for sub-

routine Ei-A and its subordinate subroutines. This subroutine is a complicated

bit of programming logic which is necessary to, avoid exceeding 7090 machine

memory storage. It also serves to keep the cost of running the program down to

a reasonable level. In this subroutine, the geometric integrations that are

performed for each matrix point are stored along an axial ray so that for each

position in space the geometric integrations need to be performed but once.

Since there are approxiniately 19 bm plane calculations, this technique alone

presents a 19 toVtlaving in computational time. This subroutine also stores

the value of the flux integrations themselves so that subsequent runs with this

particular geometry can be made without re-doing the time-consuming integrations

which (as in the preceding prograwi) will res;ult in a considerable time reduction.

Despite its complexity, the main program is easier to use than

the first. Any number of cases can boe considered at the same time, since the

program uses the correct subroutines automatically. Thus, any sequence of

nozzle configurations and aerodynamic cases for each configuration can be

handled in any sequence desired. It is important that a correct case number

for each configuration be included since it is the case number which tells the

machine which subroutine it is to use. For instance, case No. I is reserved

for the first-run integrations which are stored on a master 'ape. This master

tape must be used for all subsequent running of this configuration.
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2.6 Concluxsionis

In the course of conducting this study, several significant areas

vorty of further analytical and experimental research were uncovered. These

areas, of course, are refinements to the existing knowledge and, as a conse-

3' quence, will be less rewarding for the same amount of work than has been exper-

ienced in the past. This is particularly true in' the one area that has caused

3 the most concern in the present study - the relative velocity effect on the

rate of spread of jet 4ing.

The conclusions of this study are as follows:

(1) Reichardt's nixing theory is not adequate in fUlly describing

the relative rate of mixing in complicated flow situations.I

1 (2). The Jet Mach number effect observed primarily in the data of

Reference 10, are in contradiction to the observed acoustic

[ results from Reference 1. (Presuming the present acoustic

theory is essentially the correct one). As a consequence, the

Ivalue for the second rate of spread coefficient (constant Cb2)

[is found to be zero at transonic jet Mach numbers.

(3) Exerimental evidence indicates that the rate of spread in the

-mixdng region is to some degree x dependent. This effect is

I not included in the present analysis, and the acoustic predic-

tions for circular exits indicate that such a dependence is

desirable for a more accurate prediction.

I
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i() The madificd shear-stress equations successfully predict

experi'entally ieauftred shear stresses.

(5) The analytical velocity profiles, in general, satisfactorily

I agree with experiment. In this regard, it is noted that the

experimental data of Reference 7 seem to have a deficiency in

that the data are at odds with the conservation of momentum] ~ ; rinciple.

(6) In general, the computer programs presented herein are an

advancement in the state-of-the-art in the prediction of flbid

dynamic and acoustic properties of interacting free jets.

I Further work is reqvireds however, to bring these programs to

"t their full state of usefulness.

I

'N I
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SINGLE CIRCULAR EXIT PRM-RA LISTING

C S!NGLE C:PCULAQ EXIT A 0O-ACCuSTIC SDOluTZON 1G-a 38380.01

c F0,;MAT A'ND DIMENSION STATEMENT-S

D:'1ENSION ;ZADC 101.

I ~EVIS(100r) .SL2)F12)D(ALIN~G
2AEc2).pGE42)CPE(2,%TPEC2I * Tc)AE.4I(.O2.

70v: =O0ZMAT l&F!0.5i
7Z;3 FOPMAT tlICv6F10.53
705 FY.74i. E1O.3*31103

71.0 F ORMAT (2F10.4 q2'1O.,2E1 ,O.3 /Iii
721 FCPM:~T CSF1O.4/ 5FI0.4.2110.0:H 2

CO-.VON NK(.NS*Ple CLv5MTIL

C FUNCTION
c

t)SPF (A.B.Cl = Aw CA.-uC0lN* AT'S~FL(8A*7)CH*3))~D
!*IE.AD/F5*4C*-5.)*L I*.-DLNUC))

C INPUT

571 PEAD 703. NAO.D~PD*-MX1*RMX2%EII~RMN2
572 PEAD 701. PRD*XC4FE-54a*~mQzjMNGMELeG(~

ICPE(LI .TPZ(L)%T1EC.,LEL 1.21

PI 3.14159
TPI =6.2a318
AP.'-AC =PI*QADC*QADC
QADL = RADC

SEMAS s0.

* SEMOM = 0.
SENLP z 0.
EANCZ = 0.

C EXIT CONDITIONS CALCULATION

NP= NMNOZ +41

DO 601 K= 1. N*CP

GAMEX = (GAMAE(K) - 1.)/GAMAECK)
EMACH = 2o*(((-,PE(K3/Pi**GAMEX) -j.)/(GAMAE8C)-1.)

T= TTE(K( / (I. -r (GAMAECI() - I*. * EMACH/ 2e)

AVELE(K) =SORTF GAMAE() * RGE(.C) * TE)
EMACH = SOPTF (EMACH3
UE4K) = EMACH *AVELE(I()
RtOE (K) = P /(PGE (K) * TE)
TN..PECC) = CPE(K) * TTE(K) -CPE(NKP3 T TEINKP)

EMAS Ci3 = IRHOEIK) wLE4K)

='Tk PI *(PEMAX(iK) *RMAX(C) - REM:N(h) -ZEM1N(iC))

SEMOM = EMOMK) * EXTA -SEM~OM
SEMAS = E:MASCK)*EXTA +SEMAS

SE.\LP = EM.:SIK) *TNLPE(K) wE'XTA vSENLP * 00001

UDIV UE(X)I
TDIV STTE(l)



RH'40V =RNOE121
SHOSNOW RHOEII) W E91) *UEfI I

-601 EANOZ -EAN4OZ, EXTA
c
c rND EXIT CALCULATION

UMAX a Ul~tj)
UMIhI a UE(NicPI
AVELC =AVELE(l)
URAT = (UMAX +UMIN)/2*Oft LJCONV u URAT

SmOLD * 0.0

0Ala RADC -0 20.

C INITIAL CONDITtONS LOOP

RAO(1) a 0. ,9

jKJ m KJP +1
RAD(KJ ) a PAD gcjP) +*bRADI

_610 EI(J ~
EVIS(I)O

-~XOLO D

DUCNV a C.0
NSCa 0

C
C END INITIAL CONDITIONS LOOP

C FREQUENCY NEST INITIALIZATION LOOP

iiOSPL(i) u 0.

FRE0I1) a 125.
NOCT a24

FREOJ 1.259921] 00 560 JFREO a ZoNOCT
FREOI(.JFREO) aFQEOILJFREO -1) F REWJ

0B(JFREO) a 0.

560 DSPL (.JFRE O) a 0.

C END FREQUENCY INITIALIZATION

I DSL a Do
8MRAT z 8MOR *RAOC/BMINT
NMaM= 3. * LOGF CSMQAT 1/0.69315

C BM LOOP

C

I CMACH a UCONN /AVELC
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C P&PEADING, COEFFICIENT CALCULATION

DX8M =(CEI *(1.0 + C62*( 1.0 - EXPF C-BM/(O.2*QADC)))* 1
1CMACH)*CUMAX + UM!N))/(VvAX - UK4IN)
IF (1- 1) i00.591*592

591 0XBMC a DX8M

592 Xx XOLD +(0XBM1 + DX6MO )*CBM -BMOLD) /2.

XPA =X / (XOLD + 0.0001BM SOFPAL)i
UCONR aUCONN/UCONV
OLNUC=LOGF CUCONR )/L04F (XPA)
OUCNV (UCONN - UCONV )/(X -XOL01

UCONV ;% UCONN '

1SETI u BM/(QADC*0*l5)
NMDOJ =2 **ISETZ
IF (NM0OJ - 8) 593.59L4a594

594 NMDOJ ma 4
593 DOJ aNMDOJ

DERAD * DRAWI * DOJ -

NMJMX a LRADC + 2.5*eM )/OQAOI +3%
TMIT *0.

TMAST a 0
TNTPT a C.

PNSS I*
TYPE 705*X*AVELEC1I.UC(1).BM9 TNLPEC1) ON1413M NWJMXIADG4;

C
C RADIUS LOOP

00 510 Jfr1, NMJMXONMOOJ
DLI sCDIN -
QADJa QAD(j)

C
C END COEFFICIeNT CALCULATION
C
C FLUX CALCULATION LOOP
C

CL cRADJ/ REMAX~i)
BMTIL c H /REMAX (1)

CALL FLUX (SHKSJ)

EMTIL x M /REMAX (1)
s~j x 0.
CALL FLUX CSF.SJ)[
IF (SF-O.OCI) 522,522,523

523 Tm EMOt4C1)*SF
H EMAS(I)*TNLPEtl)*SI(
SHEAR = EMOM(1)*SJ /DXBM

C. VELOCITY ITERATION

Ra 1700.

u3 = 500.

Ul = 100000.

GO TO 97

91 AP TM /Z.0 + CP 4 /

UN H/t 2.0 *AP) + SORTF CH *H/CA.0 *AP* AP TM *CPE(N
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IKP)*TTEIN.P)/AP )

UB aUN vU3
IF i LI5SF (UD) I*. 96s 96. 92

92 U2 a (uZ*U3 -V%*VN )/(UZ +U3 -Ul-UN)
95 Ut aU3

GOTO 98

H97 RHO a TM /CW3*U3)
U. GO TO 99

98 PHO a TM /CUN*VN)

99 Ta P/(QG * RHO
82 PG z RGE(1)

CP a CPE (I),
GO TO 91

C LOCAL PROPERTIES

'I522 TMASI a O
TMI a 0s

.L.TNTPI * 0*
RADJQ a RAD.J/QAOC

SHERR a 0.
URAT a 0.
VMACH w 0.

GO TO 505I96 GAMMA* CP / (CP RG)

TP4TLP a HE /(RHO *UN)a .TY =CTNTLP + CPE(NKP) *TTE(NECP))/CP

AVEL zSQRTF ( GAMMA * RG * T)
- VMACH2 UN /AVEL

C EDDY VISCOSITY AND DERIVATIVE CALCULATION

1EVISN a RHO It UCONN * BM /(200 *DXBM
DEVIS a(EVISN - EVIS(J))/CX-XOLO).
EVIS(J3 x EVISN

C RATIO CALCULATIONS

kAOjRxRACj/AAOC

XQ=X/RADC

SHERR z SHEAR/SHDIV
RHOR x RHO/ RHOOV
TTR a TT/TDIV

UQAT =UN-. / uD1V

ii MRm8M /X

C ATTENUAT!ON:CALCULATIONS

IF (RADL - RADJ) It 1* 3

I RAD a EFUNC

GO TO LI3 RADP a RADJ
2 EFUNC m1.0 -RAOP * EANOZ /(RADL *AREAC)

XEFEC a CX S FN MC
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EVISm Eviscj)+vEvib,*xEFEcf2.o
FQEO0=FQEO

s ~FREO =CFREQ * CONN fX

C FREOUEN:Y NEST INDex
IFPEO 3. LOGF CFQEQ 2 25o /*69315 *

C SOUND .OWER CALCULATIO4
ATKQKFRE*FE*EVIM*(./3+(GAMMA-1. )/PRAOL)/lRH0E0;KP)*AVELE(N4
IKP)**3.)
ATTN z EXPF C- ATKPR. 4)FEC)

487 IF WIJ-) 10044939494
493 IFREO a IFQEO

GO TO 5
494 FRED zIFREO - IFREG

IF ( AE3SF(FPED) - 0.05) 6.6.5
6 GO TO L7*7*7%7%6)*NSC

NSC zNSC + I

DDSPL aOSPFCSCt RHOE(NKP)qAVELE(N4PJI
DSL = DSL + DDSPL.
GO TO 521

8 SC v 0.5
ODSPL aDESPF(SC. QHOE(NKP)*AVELE(N(P))
DSL =DSL - 0.5 *DSPLO
DSPLO: - 0.5 *DDSPL
051.= DSL + DSPL

*G GTO052:
* 5 DSPL (IFr4ED) xOSPL (]FRED) + 051.

PUNCH 710% XQ. RADJRs 1FREONSC*DSPL(IF:4EO)oFREO

DDSPL = DSPP( SC.RHOE(NKP)o AVELEJNCPI)
OSPL0 zDDSPL
051. a DOSPL
NSC 2

IFPEO =IFREO

C
c MiASS MOMENTUM AND ENERGY INTE GRATIONS

521 IMASI =TPI * QADJ*FNSS * RHO *t UN
TMI = TPI * RADJ*FNSS*TM
TNTPI TPI * RAD.J*FNSS * RHO * UN ftTNTLP

TMAST =TMAST + TMASZ
TMIT aTMIT + TKM
TNTPT cTNTPT + TNTPI
IF (,-21i0O,483*484

483 UMAX zUN
AVELO AVEL
FNSS Zo

48-4 r 'NSS 6.- FNSS

-2: GO TO 510

C TERMINATION OF RADIUS LOOP

505 RADL =AO

XOLO X
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TMIT a (MIT - TM I/.I s*DEQAD /3o
T?4AST (TMAST - TMAS112o )*DERAD **3.ITNTPT a TNTPT TNTPI/2o )*DEIQAD f9 3.

.C
C INTEGRIAL CHECKS
CIFEMO4 = (SEMOM - TMIT Y *SEMON

FEMAS a (SEMAS - TMAST) Z9 SEMAS
ENRG a(SENLP - TNTPT I ZSEMLP
PUNCH 711 .XR.RADJR.VRAT.StiERQSN9,VMACl.SF.S.JILI*UCNRbMR.DX8M.*T

ICT)TI GO TO 5Z0
510 PUNCHI 711.XP.RA0JRURAT.SHiER4QSHKVMAC.SFSJDLUCNQvOMR.DtM.T

1 TR *NS*NKM3] C
C

520 8MOLD 0 894

540 BM = 1.259921*94
DSP4(LFREO) D SPLIIFQLO) + DSL
00 530 KJ4 INOCT

J.I 30DRAT a DSPLCK41j /O*U00COO0000001 41.
508 S J ) 10o *LOGFCDRAT) * 0.434

PVNCH 713.9(K S-REOI K ).DSPL( 9()*0B( K).K z.NCCT3

C END XLOOP
C

803 IF (SENSE SWITCH 2) 801,802
802 GO TO 1571
602 GO TO 572

C
100 PAUSE

GO TO 803

END

41
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C SUBaROUTINE FLUX CALCULATION PQCCEDUjRE
A c

SUaRQUTINE FLUX t PSI* TAU)
COMMON NKqNS.PI9DLIoCL.B8MTIL%. PNS*XSO*EXPOC*TPSI
IF 4TAU) 205. 201.201

205 NSGO a 2
GO TO 202.1201 NSGO z
TAUl c 0.

202 XSO ./STI 8TL
EXPOC z:(1.-Cl )*(Ia-CL)*XSOI PNS a 4.
PSIP x 0.

TPSI Do0I TTAU Q
DL =0
1-Fc CCL1.)203*204*204

204 VLxCL-1.
NS a I / DLI + 049 9 999

VNUNS,
~1OLa I*/( VN)

GO TO 206
203 IF(EXPOC -20.12224221*221
221 PSIP z1I

GO TO 208
222 PSIPx Is - EXPF(-EXPOC)
208 NS=CL"OLI+*99999

IF(NS) 231.231.224
224 VN=NS

OLaCL /C VN)
VL 1.CL

PSIP= PI*VL*41 *-PSI P)*0*66666*XS&R.. + PSIP
206 NS%2*NS

DO 212 ISR It NS
NIK z IS

233 VL =VL + DL
TARG - (CL/VL + VL/CL - ./(VL*CL3) /2o
PHI = ATANF(SOPTF(lo - TARG*TARG )/TAPG)
IF (PHI) 214.215.215

214 PHI= PI + PHI
215 EXPAR = VL*VL*XSO

IF(25*-EXPAR) 23lo231*216
216 PSI = PNS*EXPF(-EXPAR).PHI*VL

GO TO 4217o218)%NSGO
217 TAUl PNS*EXPF(-EXPAR)*(1.+2**EXPAR -E.XPF(rXPAR/2.))*SINFCPH1)
218 TPSI =TPSI + PSI

TTAU TTAU +TAU
PNS 6. -PNS

212 CONTINUE
231 PSI = PSIP +4 (TPSI*2.-PSI )*XSO*DL/(3.*PI)

GO TO ( 219.220) NSGO

219 TAUl = ABSF(CTTAU- TAU/2.)*DL/(3.*PI*BMTI.))
220 RETURN

END
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c SNORT RUN SUBROUTINE

svtRWtTg FLUX I PSlTAU)
c:OMMON -NK*NSePI. CLoSMTIL

220 FORMAT 45F1061

L PAO[ Ntc-

Smo 0.

-. IF jlAV) 213,206.206

TPSI] a RADJR-C

1FABFSO -0 PoS5 20120120
T0 AUSE5

GO TO 210

TAU * -I.

I210 RETURN
END



- MA314 PROGRAM LISTING

* COMPRESSIBLE FLOW MIXING PROFILE AND ACOUSTICS PROGRAM -VIDYA-63-4

I C SvBROUTINE ORERS(N.VeIPII)

LNN

I IPHIII a I
2K O
DO 4 J-2eLN
IF (V(.-I1-V4J)) 3194e4

3 VT a VJ-1
VtJ-I) * V(J)
VWJ) a V

ITaIPt4J-I1
IPHJ-1) a JPNIJI
IPH(j) a IT

4 CONTINUE
IF (KC) 696e2

6 RETURN
END

* LIST
4 LABEL

C MATRIX INDEX AND MODULAR OVERRIDE SUBROUTINE

SURUTN MODS(MFRST1J
COMMON PI*pPRPADLePRASQFREQJIMNBMXENESTNVMeLEAVPH1.ALPOR.
IA.SIGCOIMISAPBMINT.RAOC,$F.SHSjR.JCMODSGNMOON.MODP
MOOP. (MOOS6- 11/25
MFRST a I
iF (MOOP-(NMOOM-I 1)210,218,21?

217 NMDONwNMDQM*2
218 MFRSTmMFRST + MODP

MOOX .mOOSG-25*04ODP

A *. RETURN
END
LIST

C

:1 C LABEL
* LIST

* XEQ
CARDS COLUMN

* LIST

D IMENS ION XE(50)s ALPO(50)o LEAV(5019 NUM(5014 KN
1(50,.lSAP(5O).XITA(50),GMW(50),PTE(50),TTE(SO),ENTLP(50).PGCE(5O1s
2CPE(50lsGAMK(50),RHOE(50),EM(5O).UE(5OhACK(5O),EMAS(5O)9EH(5O)*SF
3(5OISI1(5O).S.JR(SO) .SJC(5O) i(G(50) ,GKO1N(5O).SPL(25),O5(25) .FREOI (2
45). ISSMt201.NREJ( ) .KAFP(25). ISPL(851 .DSPS(B53 .ETA(2.5O).UN(20920
5).IFC(ZOZO)UZ(O21D)(MO22)UCONV(2O.2O),EVIS(20.ZO).OSFL
6(20*20)sXOLD(2O*2O~vUN'( . 4 )*UZI( 9 4 )*UN2( . ))UZ24
7 s ).OSPL425*25*25)*

* IASIGCDINISAPBMJNTRADCSF.SHSJR.SJC.MODSGNMONMODP
COMMON PI sP 12PRADLqPQAS0 *FREJ *IM4,BM vXE *NEST 9NVMsLEAVaPH4e ALPOR
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6 FORMAT( BONI C0MPRESS1
ILE FLOW MIXING PROFILE PROGRAM.#1/654

2 INPUT DATA**#*)5 FORMAT(ISH OPFB*5,1714 IPEII*5*ZAW
I * P111.5.1!H 1PE I I P~or

6 FORMATI1gHO NCIaI3*134 NCFsIa,124 LPIIm
113912H ZSYMsIZ1*14H NESTaI3913H ZNOXuZ3 eofi9I2 RZADCmF6s394 COIM*F6o3984
FOAMAT 13140 XE(I24214)aPS.2, 7H4 ALPO

I(12v214)wF7s4s 714 LEAV112t214)mt3o 714 NMJM(12s214)ft3*74 i4(44I
22s2H14397 I5A-"(I2*214).13I

9 OMA(3H ALPtl2,I14,lZ2.21)mp7*4%7 A(1241
II2,2HumF7s4*74 DALP(12vl12ZN1)nFl*,*?H RA(12,atl.12*zH)*F?*.s

10 FORMAT17641 OPERATING CONDITIONS FORI I CASE NUMBER IV'
113 FORMAT( 81141 EXIT CO

INDITIONS/P/,e 9514 CONTOUR STATIC VELO
2CZTY MACH MOMENTUM ENT14ALPYX 93H4I3 TEMPERATURE NUMBER FLUX
4 FLJX// 95H4 DEG RANKINE FT
5/SEC LB/SO FT LB/SO FT-O'*( 1914

6 12,121H OPFBo2974 F~eze 6H4 F6*3% 544 SP
6E*3 6+4 IPE9*321

12 FORAT(3. H RADIUS ANGLE VELOCITY TEMP MO0

IMENTUM ENTHALPY RADIAL TANGENTIAL TOTAL /11014

2FLUX FLUX
3 SHEAR SHEAR SHEAR f110ON FT

ARADIANS FTiVSEC DEG R LS/SO FT L~oFT :SEC LO/So IFT

5 LB/SQ FT LB/SQ FT///)

13 FOPMATt 9H4 IPEIO*39SN OPF5.3*5H F6*2*41 F6*1*IP

24 'FORMAT(57H A5Q
I=IPEI I 4//lU I1S FOPMAT(612

16 FORMAT(5F1O*4 I
17 FORMAT (69140 EXIT AREA OF C

IONTOUR NUMBER 12*214 FIOeA 1I18 FORMAT (94140 CONTOU.R TOTAL T
IEMPERATURE TOTAL PRESSURE/ 9104
2 PEGREES RANKINE LS3 3/SO FT//fISH 12. 304£ 4 F8.2s 2414 F842/) S

19 FO1PMAT f 89141 CONTOUR MOLECULAR WEIGOT
I LAMI3DA ONE LAMB5DA TWO /09H4
2 FT2/S2-DEGR rFTS-OEGR )SO/d0ZXI3. I*

3XF6.3%I2XIPEIO,3*IOXEIO*3 )
20 FORMAT 49xFlO.3,5XF5.3,5XF8.A,4XcF8.4.1P5EI2eJ 1
23 FOPMAT (4014 SOUND POWER SPLCTRUM /.'/*29X IN i1

IREGUENCY FREQUENCY SOUjND POWER x
2 21 INDEX ~)a REF 10IZ
3 13 IPEIO*3 u.pF1O*5 I

300 FORMAT (4014) PSUEUDO AXIAL LOCATION-0 SU1B 1eP9*5*254 FT CI IASE NUMB3ER- 13 **0'
302 FORMAT (IN I



303 FORf4ATt76NS SOUND POWER -

I INDEX AND MASS-FLUX// I istt PSUEDO AXIAL LOCATION S
2OUND POWER LEVEL INDEX M4ASS FLUX VELOCITY TO THlE STH
2OUND POWER LEVEL INDEX FREQUENCY INDEX VELOCITY TO THE .8TH

3- ITEGRL,016H FET FT LB/30
4 SECjSO FT4*fl/SEC*#/e)

304 FORMAT 4 76913 COMPRESSIBLE FLO
IW MIXING PROFILE PR4%RAM~sf
234h CASE NUMER-I2/
3 401 PSUEDO AXIAL LOCAT
410Nu F9.5931 FT"i 7991 RADIUS
5 ANGLE TOTAL PRESSURE/* 8091
6 FEET RADIANS INCHES MG GAUGED

305 FORMAT423H F9*3% 1391 F6*3* 1991

307 FORMAT(213*3F1@.594F1092 I
309 FORMAT(61 X(32*2")sFS.5* 9,4 SPLI(I2*291)wIPEII.4*8N FMl(I2

192H)CIPEII04* SN U8Z(I2*2t4IPEI1.4'/
329 FORMAT 41OXF10.2*FIOo2S

330 FORMAT (1105
DSPFtAqBl a A * 5 *SGRTF(TUZRO*TU2RO*TUgRO*TAUS
PI*3. 1415927
P1 ~u6.2831853
NTZ a 2

c
C INPUT DATA PEADIN AND PRINTOUT

READ INPUT TAPE 94T2 ,15*NT3*NT4*NT54NT6*NT7oNTS

READ INPUT TAPE NT2,I.NCINCFeINOXNEST.LPHI,1SYM.RADCCDNP
R~EAD I-NPUT TAPE NT2*3.IXE(K)*ALPO(K) .*ISAPtKI.LEAV(.c).NVM(K,.ecNg(c
I*K=1.NESTS
FLPHI uLPHI
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE Ni3*4
wRI;E OUTPUT TAPE NT.~,tNC1.NCF.LP$41,lSYl4NESTINDX.RADC.CDIlN
SEMASsO.
SEMOMO*
SENLPmOs.01
AREACwPI *QADC4RAOC
EANOZ.o.
DO 319 K-2vNEST
NUM~s NUM(K)
READ INPUT TAPE rlT2.2.(DALP(NKRANKtNulNU$ec
ISAPEaISAP(C1
FLEAV = LEAVIK)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT396*4C*XEUC)* K.ALPO(K)*K.LEAV(KlK'MN#(K)

1 ,tCKN(K) ,K41SAP4Kf
NUMg~uNUM (K I
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT3.g,(NKOALP(N.K),NKRA(NK)N1,NLNKI

EXIT AREA CALCULATION

315 XITA(,K) 9 25*(RA(1.Kb + RA(NUMK.K))*DALP(1,kl

DO 313 N .2 NUONK
313 XITA(K )=XIiACK )4 .25*(RACN*Kl + QA4N-1,KI)*0)ALP4N*Kl

XIIA (KI *XITAtK)*FLEAV
GO TO 319



316 XITA(.C)sPl.RA(1..cMAIq,
A~G GTO3195 317 SI s AA(39K) *RAI3*Kl +RAII.JC)*RAtIK) -2*.ftAf11.K)*Af3K)*CS'IOA

1LPC1,K)1
S2 a RA(1,K)'$3AI19K) +RA(2*K)*RA(29K)-2o.QAt1,K) ,RAfg2.KJ*COSFgDAL

3 IP42og) I
XITA(K)uSl*S2

319 EANOZ=EANOZ + XITA(K t

READ INPUT TAPE NT2.307.OCTONOCT.XINTXORPRADL.FREOBCMW.PS.CP

REA UIPUT APE NT3,1~o,(PT DNOCTXIT..~loE.PAol .FEA8,PS.CNW* 1 119 K.1.I4ES
119WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT3.IS9,*.PT4K).TEIN RPAD*RO*P*MIC

DO 0 110 Ku 1NESTI i~ 11 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT3*I-9.K.GNW(KI*TEfK)11EAK2
ENLOa((laETAI.2)/2.+TTtags2TTIw1

12 0D 120 Ke ZNEST
1I(TA(OUTPU TA11P1E. NI1*,111IAI*IEll

12ENTLP(K a (ET(1+ETAC2)/.*TTE(i)*TTEI

IF(PTA(IC)P) 321t3~l22

322TEuE(K)49PS0/PTE(KI)*.8

PC a CE()

STIEN) aAETA (K.1)*ETA(K42 ),2.ETEK )*TEK'I LBPAS=2
GO TO 378

All PGC a 49690.* CMW

ENTtLP(Kls TTE(K*ClP
CPtMaCP
ENTLO aCP*TTE11)

j378 GAM - 1./(I*-PGC/CPS
GAt*K K 3 GAM
ACH42 a 2**(IPTE(K )/PSI**(1. -1*/GAF4,-1.)/(GA0M I*).
GO TO (407,.Oa),LBPAS

407 TEK = TTEIKI / (I*+ (GA*.1.)*ACt42/2*1
I405 Pt{E(K)%PS/(PGC*TEK)

j SV2 a GAM * PGC * TEK
GO TO (1169381)vLBPAS

361 STEI4Z=ENTLP(K)/(l.+ACH2/'2..GA.4/RHOE(K)tPS
OSTEN. STEN2-STENI
TEKODSTEN/CPE (K)+TE4K
IF (ABSF(OSTEN-10*i 116.116.115

321 CPE(K) a ETA(K~a)+ETA(K92$*TTEIlK
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GO TO376
116 EM() ACH GAM PS

UE(IC) SORTFIACH2 * SV2j

SVE(Kn) *SOATFlSVZI
ACH(K) aUE(K)/$VE(K)
Et4AS(I) P HOEIK)*UE(K) ~

*E!NTLP (K) XENTLr (K) -ENTLO
113 EH4K) a EMAS(K).ENTLP(K)

GAM a GAMK411
PGCmPGCE(1)

A5Q= PS *GAM *GM *PGC **QRTF(GAM *PGC *TEM1 )*TE41)
UDIV a UE(INDXI
TOW- a TTE(INDX)
PMOOVsRHOE I INOX)
SIIOIV m RHOEIINOX) * UE41NDXI + UEfI4DOX)
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE N739119 (K*TEK I UE(Kl o ACHlK),EM(K)E(
h)Ku ItNEST)
WRITE OUTPUT NT3 o14*A5R
DO 122 Kz2sNEST
REMASuRHOE(K)*tIE(K)-VJE(I ))
SEMASuSEMAS +PEMAS*XI TA (K)
SEMOMUSEMOMe.REMAS*XITA(I)*WUE(K)-UE(1 )I
SENLP-SC-NLP4REM*AS*ENTLP (K )*X TA (K)

C
C END EXIT CALCULATION
C
C FREQUENCY NEST INITIALIZATION LOOP
C

IF (MOCT) 5134513.514
513 NOCT a 10
.514 IF(OCTD) 4515*515.516
515 OCTO a 1
516 SPL(1)mO

FPEOl(13a FQEO8
NOCFO a 10* NOCT
OCT aNOCT
NOCT aOCT*OCTD
FREOJmEXPF (O.693I5/OCTO)
DO 561 JFREOa2,NOCT
FPsGI (JFREQ)aFPEOI (JFREQ-1 3*FREOJ
08(JFQEO)nO*

561 SPL( IFREO) a 0.0
C Not operational

[C SOUND POWE'Q INITIALIZATION
IC

00D 151 NaIqNOCT
DO 151 K82*NMBM

1 DO 15 a *M

VELOCITY INITIALIZATION LOOP
C

DO 511 Malt20
DO 511 Jul.40

5)1 UN(1.m) *0.
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INITIAL CONDITIONS

t .*-. 9 4

S!ETI a 0e

a L 0.0

)OLO 0 0
DUCNV a 0.
STMP a 0.

QADLwRADC

C INDEX IIEGISTER OETERMINATION

IF (XINT) 94*94995

.9* XtNT a C01U" / 4. + 0.01
95 IF(X0R) 517.517o51-

517 XOA 10.
518 BMRAT a XOR * QAOC /* XINT

N-MOM a OCTO * LOOF 46MRAT) /0.69315 + 2.

SMINT a 0075 * X11T

OSIGZ=PADC/10
C

C 5 04LOOP

~Do 185 KAs1.NM8M

IHiPAS I
IF (KA-11 99.99.100

i(00 ,4WAS I
G.O TO 116

iog mi)PASuZ

&II ; WACO - 2*0004

1)b I G-Os iGz*SET2
'4 (ho 72-1 I1.1,NOCFD

a DSIG/BoO
IMA%f - 0.
imll - 0.

7 INIPT 0 0

wt*4Itr O'JIPUT TAPE NT6300.S*M,NC

~ 1 -137-



WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT7*300*8MsNC

* LINE368
LINE~v8

IWRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT3
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT6912
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE t4T79

C
C FLOW FIELD MATRIX

990 SIGwOeOOl*OSIG
ISPAS a I8PAS+1
Sue a SIG

C

c RADIUS LOOP'j

DO 286 MsINMJMX
DPRI =P12/FLOATF (LPt41*ISI
DPHI uOPHI *SETZ
ISSY *IPIL*(J4-13 + I - ISYM*
ISSM(m) a ISSY
DPH IPxOPHI/S.0
PH Iso.

c ANGLE LOOPI C
DO 152 IwI*ISSY

MATE I
IFEX 0
NVPAS aI
DERAD a OSIG
CEPHI aOPHI

C NO MESH SET ON NMDON

NMOO SS REGISTER -FLUX SUMMATION

505 GO TO (204,28819MBPAS

C FLUX LOOP

153 SFT w 0.
SHEAR a 0.
SNEAC, a 0.
SHEAT a.0.
TM a EM(Il
H a EHII)
CALL FLMA(NC. I ,M.KAl
0O 971KacoNEST
Kz2+NEST- 1K
IF ISF(K) - 9999. 41194110#12.

-138-



I GO TO 413
411 KwI X N(KI -

-413 TM uTM + (E14(K) EMtKNK))*SV("s

M4 H + JEH(K) - HAKNKI I* S*4(g)
GK(K)'mCMAS(C3 * S4.4K3

C
C X ZERO SHEAR AND IrERATIOI BYPASSI C GO TO (326.,349)*MMPAS

328 SHEAR v SHEAR +4EM(K) - EM(K.II * SJR 491

SHEAC aSHEAC + {EM(K) -EM(KNK)) 4sdCtx)I SHEAT a SORTFISHEAR * SHEAR + SMeAC 30S4EAC3

349 lF(SF!K)-O.999197s
9 7 43 Z4

97 SFT.I-TSFI..
324 IF-9017q2v2c

C POTENTIAL COR" BYPASS

272 LSN(AsM)UUE(K)
TNTLPOENTLP (K I

R~HO a PH0O4k)
4 GAM a GAMK (K)

SHEAR' 0.O

A SHEAC a 0.3 SHEAT a 0.
TS a Tre(Kl/tle EGAM-l1.,/2**ACW*ACK~l

ACHM a ACNOCI

GO TO 382

1523 GO 10 (10 2 *334)*MSPAS
.4 C

C END BYPASS
c
c

c VELOCITY I TIRAT ION
C

'1334 v33500

GO TO 98
102 U)3 a UN(IqMl
98 1)2 m 00

ul a 1000000
GO TO 103

104 APaTM/20CMPSPG

I 1N(IM) */(Z.0AP) + SORTF IH*/44aAPAP: + fTM0ETL0 /fAPII

A ut s uN(Im) - U3

N tABSF(UD-le) 10591054107
107 u2 a (2V-IU(*)(2U-lk~*)

1)1 a U3
V3 a LU2
UZ x UtJ(im)
G0 TO 108

103 RHO a TM/(U3 4 U3)

TS x PS/(1700**R401
60 TO 109

1108 RHO TM / (UN(Im) *ut 1904)
TS *P~o(PGC * RO

-139-



C CP AND PGC LOOP

- -114 TOTLK a do

POC a 0*'

00 521 NeC - 2* NEST
GICON 4NeC) a GK(MC)/(RHO*iJN1I*#41
PGC aPGC~i#NK1*GIC0N1NI).PG1C
CP aGICON MNeC * IETA(NKel) + IETAINK. Z)*TS + ETA fNIs 31#04TSO
ITS$$ + CP
.CPM=GKO444WC)* (ETA (.CI ),ETAfNIC2.2**TS) *CPfM

521 TOTIJC = TOTLC + GICON MKOC
PGC a PGC + (1. - TOTUCI * PGCE 41

CP a CIP + (I* - TOTLICS * (ETA4I11 + ETA h1.o * TS
CPM aCPM + (I* -TOTLOC)*fETAcII) *. ETAf1.Z)*TSI
GO TO 104

c
C LOCAL PROPERTIES
C

105 GAM4 a Cl' / (CP-PGC1
TNtLP a IK/f*H*U1NI4)
SV a SORTF tGAM *PGC * TSt
TT=TNTLP/CP
ACOM u UNC I *M) /SV

382 TPGm PS*(1*.(GAt4-I*)/2*ACIM * ACHMS ** lAM1(GAM-1)-'S3
TP aTPG +PS
HGIN a TPG/70*72?
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT613,S1G.PHIUN1.MTS*TMHSHEARSSI5kCS4ERT
IF(SENSE SWITCH 51 213*214

213 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT6*305SIG9PH1vHGIM
214 GO TO (4149415)*MSPAS
415 U!41.14) aUNI.Ml

Vl



Ic X BYPASS AND MESH BYPASS

414 GO TO (562ot72*2O6*2OTI. MAT

I I NTERROGATION LOOP

204 MXPLN Il
UMAX .0..

255 uJ*IN aUN fl.4m)
MD' A ACO/DS1G + toI; 4W RACO / I S*DP$4ll +Is
MMIN .. MAXOF (M-14M,1)l
MMAX a INOF (f4+MDNMRMAOL)
IMIN * $AXOF(I1D1;13IIMAX -IO 41'a1*SSY
DO 181 MP a "MIN* MNAX
It a(fIMIN -II*(MP-1))l(M-I) +1
12 -((iMAX-2* P-)/-1 *1

DO 181 IP a 11,12

GO TO (8839802 1 MXPLNd
882 UMAX a t4AXIF(VZ(IPMP),U4AXI

4.UMIN a MlN1F(U4IPoMP)*UMIN)
GO TO 881

883 UMAX 0 t4AXIF VNlIP,MPl,UM4Xl
UMIN a t4INIF (UN(IP#MP),UMIN)

881 IF (NMDOM-B) 333.181*181
This uect1ior nomr vaa.

.C INNER MESM INTERROGATION

333 IFX a IIFEXO(MP*1PI 3/100 + I
INDI a IFEXO(0NP*JP)
GO TO 1I57*!92.1939194l*1FXI192 MOOSG a INDI
CALL MOD(MFRST)
00 195 MPP=MFRST48oNMDO#N
GO TO (884#eg5)MXPLN

885 UM4AX = MAXIFXUZI(MOOX.IPoMPPIUMAX)
UMIN= #itualUZI(MODX.1P.*MPP3,oU41NI
GO TO 195

884 UMAX - IAXIF(UN1(MODX eIPoMPP14UMAXI

1MI CALL FU~(M0 *P#PP*UMINI

19 MODSG = INDI
00LM04FRT

1 GO T'O (8869667)sPXPLN
887 UMAX a MAXlF(UZ1(MODXsIPPMP)qVMAX)

UMIN * MlNIF(UZI(MODXIPPoMP)*UMIN)
GO TO 196

886 UMAX a MAXIF (UNI(MOOX oIPP9MP)9IVtAXlIUMIN'MINIF(UN1CNODX OIPPOMP )*UNINI
196 CONTINUE

GO TO 181
j194 MODSG INDI

CALL MOO(MFRST)



00 198 MPaHzFRST-8%Nm0KV
00 198 I~Pz MFRST * Be NMDO0J
60 TO (6,8%,889)eMXPLN

889 U"~AX a MAXIF(UZ2iMOOX4 tPPtMPPl.UMAX)
UMINm MlNIFIUZ2IMO0XIPPv4PP~iUmIlh
GOTO 198 '

88$ UMAX xMAXIF £UN21#400X .1PP*MPP)*UMAX

UMIN a MINIF #UN24MODXMOOX sIPPMPP)9UMIN)
18 CON~.TINUE

181 CONTINUE
C
C CONVECTIVE VEL~.OCITY CALCULATiON4

187 GO TO £281 ,282).MXPLN
281 UCONN a (UM~AX + tJMIN) *2*0

CMACH a CONN/'SVE(I1

I (UMAX-UMIN)
IF (IKA-3) 875,873.873

673 IF AXOLO) 874%874*075
874 14XPLN a 2

GO TO 255
252 LICONPa W)MAX + UMINI/2s

CMAP= VCONP.9SVE 11)

DXOMO( 1,M) f C81*(UMAXtUMINI1/(UMAX-UMIN)

C X DETERMINATION
c

X t OXaM 4oKBMCCZ. M)I12q*s"

GO TO 876
675 X=XOL(IqM)+(DXBM0(I*M)+OXBM) /200(M-MOLO)
876 TAV=SteEQT41I M)/OX81M

Dx8motilM) a Dxt5M
C
C EDDY VISCOSITY AtO CONVECTIVE CALCULATIONS
C

XQA =X/(XOLO4OeOOO11

IF(KA-2 I 345,345*346
345 uCONV(I*Ml a UCONN
346 UCOVR x IJCONN / UCON'V(IsM)

OL.NUC a LOGF (UCOVRI/LOGF(XRAI

UCONV(IM) UCONN

EVISN x RHO *UCONN # BM /(Z*O*OXBMI
DEVIS a (EVISN - EVIS(IM)1 / iX-XOLO1
EVIS (lM) aEVISN

C
C ATTENUATION CALCU-AtION

C
IF(PAOL - SIG 199*199.201

199 RAOP 0RAOL
GO TO 202

X.201 RADP a SIG
202 EFUNC a I o0 - RADP*EANOZ Z (RADL *AREAC)

XEFEC a CX * BM * EFVNC * CNACt4
EvISM u EVISN + DEVIL. XEFEC.Z.*0
FQEoO a FREO
FREGa CFkO * UCONN X



ATvCRIC F REO *FREG *EVISM '4*/3*#'GAM-1.)/PRADL) /(j.40E(II*SVE

1(1)**390)
j ATTNsEXPF (-A1KRK*XEFEC)

C FREGUENCY NEST I NDECES

jIFREC OCTO * LOQF II'REO / FREGB) 10.69315 + 100

NFREO a10 *LOGF (PREO/FRE(GBWO.69315+1*0
NFREO a10 4 LOGF (FREO/FREOB 1 /0.69315 91.0
GO TO 562T -G70215This section now bypassed

C MATRIX SUBDIVISION

205 IF (NMOOM -8) 35513551125

355 IF(IFEX(IMt -200) 352.352*125

352 IF (IFEX(1.M)l 354*354*353
1353 tNREJ a INREJ + I

NREJ(INREJ) a MOOFEFEX4i.MI-1.100) +1
354 IF (M4-1) 125.125.129

7'129 IF 11-11 125.1259133
4.133 !NDI a I

Its (I I-I 34(1-2)1/114-I3+1
SFSGR a SFT(I M)-SPTCI1,M-I1

1 IF4A8SF4SFSGRI-O.Il 152v152*I3.1
.1135 INDI a INDI +1

152 SF'SGP a SFT(IM)-SFT(i-1.M)
IF(A5SF(SFSGP)-O.1 )I259I25o158

1158 INDI a INOI +2
1 NVPAS * 2

GO TO 125
337 GO TO (IZ5s16?s168%I69)sIfNDI167 IFINI a IFINI+1

IFEX (1.14) a IFINI
MOOSG m IFINI
SIG a SIG+tSETI-7*5)*DSIGP

mAT a 2
D ERAD aOSIGP *DEL
CALL MODSIMFRST)
IF (NMOOM-8) 336*5629562

336 00 203 MMwMFRSTv8vNMOOM
. GOTO153

172 UNItMOOX%1.MM)wUN(I*M)

I GO TO (4169417)tMBPAS
I 417 UZ1(MODXoIM9) a UN(1,M

416 SIG n SIG + DERAD
GO TO 125

203 CONTINUE
GO TO 562

168 IFIN c IFIN + I
- IFEX(19M)*IFIN+101 ~mODSGS IFINI
P4IwPHI .(SET1-7*Sl*DPtIIP
DEPHI a OPHIP *DEL
MAI a 3

5 CALL MODS(MFRST)

IF(NMDOM-8) 229*562oE62



229 D0 2O9'IMmMFRST .s.NMOON
GO T0 153

206 UN1(MOOX9IM9M)wMNIN)
GO TO fA18o4I9)sM8PAS

419 UZI (MODX I M*M)=UNf I*,f)
418 PHI a PHI + OF-PHI

GO TO 125
209 CONTINUE

GO TO 562
169 WFIN2SIFIN2+1 I

IFEX(I9N;vIFIN2+200
M00SG I FI N2

SIG a SIG + (SETZ'-7951OSIGP
PHI a PHI. +(SETI-7*5)*DPN4IP
DERAO a DSIGP *DEL
DEPHI a OPHIP *DEL
MAT .4
CALL MODS(MFRSTI
IF (NMOOM-8) 223oS62%562

223 DO 211 MMxMFRSTs8qN400M i7
00 212 IMxMFRSTONMDO#N
GO TO 153

207 UIN2(MODF(MODX *IMOMM) . AVM
GO TO (501s5021*98PAS

502 UZ2(MODX, IMvM)-UN(19,MI
501 PHI a PHI + DEPHI

GO TO 125I
S1 CIUE~4EA

211 CONTIE DR
211AOTINUE

MOATO 56I
C OT 6

C SUDPWRFCO
C SUDPWRFCO

12C URuA/H'A
125 LZITA)/ROFL(I, + iFORDDPZ

GO TO (562o344)s NVPAS.
C
C RATIO CALCULATIONS
C

562 AR a SIG/RADC
SRI&aSHEAR/SHOIV
SR2 a SHEAC/SHDIV
SQ3m SHEATq/SHOIV
RHOR - RHO/R,400V
URAT a UN(Ist4)ofUO1V
TTP=TT/TOIV
TR=TS.J'TDIV
8"QR 8M/K

C-WRITE OUIPtJT TAPE NT3.20.RR.PHI.RHOR.URAT.TRTTR.SR1,$R2.SR I
C INTERM~EDIATE 8'VPAS REGISTER

GO TO 4152@541*215)otBPAS
541 GO TO 4344.1521 9NVPAS

C T



.1c SOuND VOWrR CALCULAT)ON

215 FRED W NREO - tFRIEO

I IF (A8SFFO)2Z62*%35
7

5357 MIX-MIX +1

IFA= 10.4LOGF(F1E/FEQ(IF))/t6
9 3 15 +I*

IDIF a FR-'IFREO

'158 WtO(SPLINFRE , KA*MIX+I) 362,362.363

*363 MXmMX+

32OSPL(NFREOoi1AMIX)IISPLNFEO,AMX)+DSLCI1*~tlO
34OSPS(NFRE )sMoSPSINFREO)+DS CA/P2FLPt/AAk

DSLuO*
*GO TO (3 56*566)*LFINL

356 OOSPL &DSFL(I .14 *DXSM**7W( I.[DLNUC)*UCONN*AT~t

1 22 ODSL *FREO NFREO

IF(1-I) 273,273*276

1275 IF(I-ISSY3 276,2739273

1273 DOSPLaODSPL/2*

U~oUN( I M )**S

if ~US I U I +U8*OEP I *0ESIG

WRITE OUTPUT TAtPE NTORo~vA*X8AT*>N~DSLFL#

GO 0 66

c MASS MOMENTUM AND ENERGY IINTEGR4ATIONS

c344 TMASI3S1G*4QMO*UN(IvMl *DESIG*DEPHI

TMI*TMASIftUN(I*1)
TNTPI .TNTLP*TMASI

I GO TO (2 8 4 *278)*NVPAS

284 IF'Cl1) 2779277,283

283 IF(1-ISSY) 278*2774277

277 TMASI=T"AS/2*
TMI=TMI/2*

1278 TMAST w TMAST +TMASI

£ TMIT u TMtT + TMI

TNTPT a TNTPT + TNTPI

I 233 GO TO (166%203*209*12)*MAT .A LO

166 XOLDU.4M) a X

LINE3aLINE3+1

- LINE768LINE7+3

24INEfLNE4O'
IF(LINE3-40) 2410241%244

241 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT3o300,BM*NC
244IF(INE-40',242,242v245

242 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT6*300*BK*NC
245 IF (LLNE7-4

0 1 243,243,152

I tn



243 wR3TL OuTPUT TAPE f4T7*3OOSmNc

TERMINATION OF ,st~jj Loop

286 BUG=Oo
GO TO 4998*99892881*18PAS

288 RADL a SIG
MAADL a *
5HOLD 0 *
'GO TO (3269325).MSPAS

325 BM a SMINT
- GO TO 327

326 6Ma-FReOj * 8M
LFINL*2
GO TO 357

C
C ACOUSTIC BAND SEARCH AND ADDITION

CALL ORDERS (NOCFDoDSPS9ISPL)
JKa)

jENDaOI JOFSG* I OvOCTD
NOji.MOCFO- I
N0JPr.NOCF D

"59 00 453 J#4%JMI*NOJ
IF(DSPS(JM) 45344539458

4 :; JPzJM+1
00 451 J&JP*NOJP

457 I-DPSJb.'.,T..45t455

45' .~I G zNO.P
GO TO 456

455 ISPLOt-IEPLIj)-IPL(JM)
IFCA8SF(ISPLD)-j0FSGl 452*45z*451I452 OsPS(jA)=D()ssjm)1'OSPS(J)
ISLiJNi):(DSPS(J)*FL0ATF( ISPL(J)),OSPS(JMI*FLOA.-.%ISPLIJMI/)'(OSPS

451 CONTIN.UE::jSI 6wjHI

IF~jENJ) 374;374*453

GO TO 374

C INN"ER IND~.EX ULrE'kM14ATION.

327 NMJ"A=(20.*bM/RADC+IO.)/SET2 +Ioe
IF(Ni". -0 .6#03-601



}601 SET? a SE7Z22

I SET a ISET + I
MRAOLu (MRAOL+1 )/ZI I N4004 a SET2
GO 10 327

NMOOJ a 2 ** ISET4 '600 ISETI a LG t 8"fCOIN *15elS
SETIlm2**ISETI
IF (NIOQM-8) 531.532.532

531 NMOOMa SET12

532 QEL. a NMDOM
SETImSETI

WRITE OUTPUT T4PE NT39303

~*1 :~:WRITE OUTPUT TAPE N?3*5s8M*SPS(IFREQ)*IFAZO#U8I

38 0 386 V19 .MCT

MIXTwMIXM(Ml
NORAT m

*1~I CF(SPL(IF2,1A*M) 39*399.399
39 O IFtOI 3950596

$6 GODPIF-*AM 3O93643924*394A
393 P(IF,1A) 9o9*66SL6 -,(AM SL(F 11AM)l

-~~ ( I ~~662 IOSPL(IF(AM) a DSL(F2,A,) SP(I+1.A.))
399 GO AT uZ 64) OA

663 IF(SPLIF+A.M) 3O9L7o39A8*39 SPII+8IA.))2

I661 DSPL41F*KA*M) a (O5PL(IF-2,KAtM3 + OSPL(IF +.1A*M))29

KAD a 1(AFP(KA+I)-KAFP(I(A).
IF (ABSF (i(AD)-1) 385*385.386

385 K(APP a tAFP(IA+1)

IF (DSPL(IF+I.1(APPM)) 387*3879388
387 DSPL(IF+19KAPP#4) u OSPL(IFoKAPP9M)

* 388 IF(DSPL(IF-1,KAPPM) 3890389*391
39 SPL(IF-,.APP-&M) 0 (SPL(IF*KAPP -1.M) l SLL.(PI)2
392 DSPLCIF*IKAPP-lM) a' DSPL(IF*APP -1.M) jSLI9AP~MZ
386 CO0NTI NVE



30IF(KSIG-1) 390.383.383

39 O 384 ZF&sNOCT
D0 384 MaI92O
00 384 KAu2vNMSM

14 SPL (IF)= DSPL(IFKA*M) +SPL(IF)
SAFO =SPL(IF)/0.0OO0O000000 +10

D8(IF)z1O*LOGF (SAFD)//0o268
384 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NT39239JFsFREICIF)*DU4:'3I CALL COPYiNT6913

.CALL COPYCNT791)
CALL COPY (NTes.I
END FILE NT4

999 CONTINUE

REWIND NT4'

CALL EXIT
END

~~%



SUBROUTINE FLI4A(NC*I*MICA)
COMMON PlPI2,PRADL.PRASOFREQJ.1MH,8MXENESTNUMLEAVP43,ALPO*I 1RA.SIGsCDIMISAPBMINTRADC.SFSH.SJRSJC
DIMENSION M4MLf8)'IKAIA8) SF(3O),SH(3O).SJQ(3O),SJC(30),SFP( *

'h( )ISJCP( I * )SjRP I
tF(NC-1)99920,50I 20 IF(I-I) 99921925

21 IFC14-1) 99.22.o28
22 IALuR

JF(KA-1l99*23s27I . 23 FQLOuLOGF (FRtOJ)
PAB I RAOC/BMINT
SET21.e
MML~ ( 1 )a IIF=
MITZl

24KAL (MIT ) LOGF CRAB 3$(SET2-.5 )/FftLO+1.9999
IF(KAL(MIT )-NM8M l25*4Os26

25 MIT=MIT+1
SETZ=SET2+SET2

GO TO 24
26 KAL'(MIT)aNMBM

GO TO 40J27 REWIND NT5
IJU=NMOOJ
14LOW I
GO TO 34

28 MIT a CM-i *NMDOJ1 29 IF(MIT-MAXM) 30930929

I IFCwI
GO TO 40

30 MLOuMLO+M.IU
TF(MLO-.MML(IAL) 32v 32.33I31 IJU=MJU/2
ML --M,.O- IJU*(CM-1
MJU=IU*(3-M+lM4L(IALl-I)/2II 32IALwIAL+l

32MITvMJU-I
CALL FILE(NTSoMIT)

34 MJLJ3IJU
IFC=O
GO TO 383

35 IF(!FC)99936
36 DO 37 MATm2*IJU137 READ TAPE NT5% MIT
38 READ TAPE NT*I*A*(F(A%)SPKAq)*.C(A-)SR(A

1,,)*KAPMITMAT).K02*NEST
1. 33 DO 39 Kma2oNEST

()S.JRP(KAiK)
SJC ("K=SJCP cKA*gK)

139 SHcg)=SHP(KA*K)
5 WRITE TAPE NT4o (SF(K),SH(K).SJR(K),S.C(K),~n2,NEST)

RETURN



ILE ISET
41 IFCMOOP'tM2,Z) 99*42*44

-42 IF(MODF(12*21 99,43,44
43 ILuIL+1

M2042/2
12M12/2 .

GO TO 41
44 KALI=KAL(ILS

j MIT*KALI-'(A+l
CALL FLUX (N2T)sSFPvSt4PsSJCPSJRP

WRITE TAPE NT5.KA %KALI*.tUSFP(KK) SP AP~l.SJCP(KAP,*K)*SRP(C&
IP#K)sK*APKA.KALI) ,Kw2%NEST) -
IF(I-ISSYl 33949*99

49 END FILE NTS
.GO TO 33

50 READ TAPE NT4.(SF)SN(K.SJRtK),SJC(K),Kst2,4EST3
RETURN -199 HALT
SUBROUTINE FLUX(14ITSFP 4 sHPlSJCP*SJRP)
COMMON PIP.12%PRADLPkASOFREJ.1MHOMXE.NE.ST.JAM.LEAV.PMt.ALPO.

IRAS536.CDI1,4,ISAP
DIMENSION SIC( *%SIR( vsVI( IsTII )%C#AX( ).VAO( )vT&OI 14SA
)AOC ItSACO( ),XE(3O).NUM(3Oh*LEAV(3O),ISAP(303.ALPO(3OIO&LP(8Oe
23O)sRA(80*3O)sSFP( *30)*SHP( e30)*SJCPI. *303t5JRP4 *304

00 193 Kx2%NEST
NODE a 2

D0 201 IBal.MZT
SIC(IB)0.0 -

SIR(8)NO.OO
VI (IB).O.o

CMX C IS)zBO+XE (K)
201 BOnBO*FREOJ

NUMK& NUM(K)
LEAFaLEAVtIC)
ISAPE=ISAP(I()

A's30 PI'AL=PHI-ALPOIKS

31 ABPA=ABSF(PHAL)

32 Pe1ALPHAL-SI6NFCPI2%PHALl
33 GOTO031
34 COSPA=COSF(A8PA)

QADOzSORTFI IRA (NUKK)-SZGl* IRA (NUM,(K)-SZG)+2.*RA(NUM4K.K)*SIG*

1F (1.-COPA)0 * COIM) 35%35*36
RADO0

35 NODE a I
GO TO (44.36*441*ISAFE

36 COSTOx(SIG-RA(NUMC.K)*COSPA)/RADO
IF (A8SFCCOSTO)-I*0)38o37o37

i7T ~ ~ CSO)2

-- ISO



GO TO 39

38 SINTO aSIGNF CSOlTF 1.* -C0:STO*COSTOl*Pt4ALl

II40 THO*ATANF(SI.NTO/COSTOl

IF(COSTO) 151,1529152
11THOuTHO4PI

GO TO 154

12IFCTNO) 153*154o154

153 TtiO=TrO+P12

154 GO TO 3*4.9ISP

CJRAxRA (1 .K
CALL. CFLUX(M4TVIT1SC*CL*CRAl

Do210. 15a 3 14!1TI ~s1F(ue)src(18)4COST0
.SICtislaSICt8)*SINTO
S IC (18 )3S1~ IQ tIi)*S INTO
SIRC 1B)aSIR(18)4COSTO
6O TO 143

39 00 203 18=19MJT

RAOX xPADO/C#4XC1B)

i j VAOtIGI=1.'EXPF (-lRADX*RADX)
GO TO (41.42)%IMH

42 SA z(.82*RRR(AX + .RADX ( VA04Ibl-I*O)J*CJ4

SARO( 1BISA *COSTO2SACO(15)uSA S&~
203 CONTINUE

C LEAP~ INTEG~RATION

440D 134 Jx1.LEAF
00 134 Nm!%NVK

46 PHAL a PMAL - DALP(N.K3

47 ASPA x A6SF (Pv4AL)

IF (ABPA - Pi) 50o50*48

48 PHAL a PHIAL -SIGNF(PI2*PHAL)

-U4960O TO 47

50 COSPA = COSFCABPA)

PAD =SGQTF((1A(N.K).SG)*(RALNK)-SIG)+2.*RA(N9K)*SIG(o
iCOSPA I

IF (PAD -0.0005 * SIG) 51. 51. 52

51 NODE a I
GO TO 132

j52 COST a (I-ANK)CmA/A

IF(ABSF(COST 1-I*O)54o53*53
53 IH aP1-SIGKF(PleCOST )).-2.

SINT a 0.0
G0 10D 62

54 SINT xm SIGNF'(SGPTF(1. -COST *C0ST)v~PHAL)

56 THaATANF CSIKT**COST)

IF(COST) 161.162*162
161 YH=aTH4+PI

GO TO 593162 JF(TH) 163*59*59
163 THaTH+P]2
59 GO TO (6 O. 6 2)%NODE



60 NODE w2

DTH 000
GO TO 121

62 DTHa TH-THO
63 ABOTH a ASP(OTH)

IF(ABOTH - OTHM)121lgl*65
65 IF(ABOTH - 01)66o66%101

KA1  C
C 0 - 360 CORRECTION

101THOa TO +SIGNF(pI24DTH)
106 GO TO 62

C
c INITIATION OF AUXILIARY INTEGRATION
C

66 LONABOTH/OTHM+1.
O LO

a 68 DTI1=OTH/0
RCRC a RADO*COSTO - RAD*COST
RCRC = PCPC + SIGNF(0*00000001, RCRC)

70 ABLE- (RAOO*SINTO-RAO*SINT 2/ACRC
11 SKRz4QAOO*S INTO-ABLE*RAOCOSTO

C AUXILIARY INTEGRATION
C

75 00 9Z LnlLO
76 TNaTHO + tPTN
77 COST * COSF(TN)
79 SINTuSINF(TH)
80 PAOw8KP/CSINT-ABLE*COST)

00 204 IBI*MIT
RAOXaRAD/CMX( 18)

81 VA = 1..- EXPF (-RAOX * RAOX)
83 SA =C0*88623 * ERRORF'(RADXJ + WEA0X * VA-r*1.0)*CC
84 SAR a SA * COST

SAC a SA * SINT
86 VI CIB~aVI (IBhi.VA+VAOC 18) 1*0TH
8~9 SICc 18)'SIC( I8)+CSAC+SACO(IB) )*OTH
a.3 SIIB1)=SIRUB8+CSAR+SAR(1I8)*DTH

GO TO (90.91)*IMH
90 TAu-EXPFC-RA0X*PPAOL)*(RADX*PRADL) )lhl

TI (1B)uTI (18)+(TA+TAO( 18)1*DTH
TAOC1B)=TA

91 VAO(IB)aVA'
SACOCIB~aSAC
SAQOC lB )SAR

204 CONTINUE
92 THO a TH
93 GO TO 132

C
4c MAIN LINE INTEGRATION

C
121 D0 205 15aleMIT4 RAOXuRAD/CMXCIB

VA a-EXP' (-RADX * RADK) + 1.
122 SA m(0.88623 * ERR;ORF(RADX) + RAOX 4 VA-1*0)1

SAR -SA *COST
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4124 SAC * 5A 4SINT

16VICIB)aVtttB)+CVAVAO(TBI*1TH
16SIR(18.)=SIR(18)*(SAR+SARO(18fl'OTH

A 3 SIC( ?B)USIC( I8,(SAC+SACO( 18)1*0TH
GO TO (227*128)eIMI

127 TAx-EXPFC-(RADX*PRAOL)*(RAOX*PRADL) )+100

I TI (18)&TZ (18)+tTATAO( 15) )*DTH
I TAOC !5)aTA

IZ8 VAOIU8)=VA

I SA.RO(I8)uSAR

12RADO P AD

1 134COSTO a COST
14SINTO a SINT

* GO TO (191%192) IMH

1192 (Bnl(B
191 SHP(IB.IC)UTItIB)

Sj 'P(I6*iubSIC(I8)
193 5JPP(18sK)oS1R(18)

RETURm
END

c

SUBROUTINE CFLUX*tMlTeVSvTS*SSC*,Cl
COMMON P!.PI2,PRADLoPRASQFREQJIM1:,',M.XE

* DIMENSION ARR(40)9VS(30)4T$(30)4SSC(3)* XC(20)9SFL(401

DL1'w20*
DL2Zu4o

if EXPOCw(I*-CL)*t1I*-CLl
UI CL1~1 ./CL

CL2-CL4CLI

CLI "CL-CL1

I VLuABSFt ICL-le)
I QLuMAXIF(CL/PLIs*(CL-I * 1/01.

1 8.0.16666667
A-0# 33333333I SF0.0.
SFL(I 1.0.

INCRc:MENTS AND AREASI IF(CL-1.) 203,204.204
204 NSu!* /OL+*9999

VNuNS

I DL 1 ./VN
j ARRC )r-O*

GO TO 206
203 NS=CL/OL+.999999

IFCNS) 231*231*224I 224 Vt'iNS
DLuCL/VN

'I206 N-SN~
DC 215 ZSx2*NS
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VLzVL+DL
VLS'mVL*VL
CPH12=CLl/VL+VL/CL
SPHI2wSQRTFP4.-CPHI2*CP4123

4 PHI aATANP(SPHIZ/CP1I21
IF(PHI) 214*215i215

214 PhI=PHI+PI

CTHE2 uCL2-VI5/CL

CA8

BOnBO+E(I

IF(50) 280.2809281
280 XSO=1000000.

GO TO 296
281 Y.SOxCRA /80

XS~u XSO*XS0
201 BOaBO*FREGJ

4! 272 ISJS

22VLS=VL*VL
EXPARzVLS*XSO
EXPV2=EXPF (-EXPAR/2*3
EXPV=EXPV2*EXPV2
ARD=ARR( IS)-ARR( 3501I VIuVI +ARD*EXPV
GO TO (270.271)%1MM

270 TluTI+ARO*EXPF(-EXPAR*PRASO)

271 SIC USIC +EXPV* 4 1 +EXPAR+EXPAR-EXFV : (SFL I S -SrL t130 11
ISOS
VLaVL4DLJ

IFCISO-NS) 272*296.296

296 VS(15)=V/PI*XSO
TS (18 )TI/P*XSO
S3CC I8)=SIC/pI*XSO

IF(ARR(I) 23233*298II298 VSCIB3=1.-EXPFC-EXPOC*XSQ )+VSIIB)
GO TO (299t2953.1MM

295 TS(I5)mVS(IlB)
GO TO 233

299 TS(IB) u 1.EXPF(-EXPOC*XSQ *PRASO)+TStZB)



233 CONT INUE
RETURN

I END

11I
I
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

A area

A area of circle having a radius equl to R Ce

AU nozzle exit area

Ca acoustic constant

I Cconstants

Cb }

C frequency constant

CI length constant

E f porosity parameter for attenuation

H enthalpy flux function (Eq. (7))

K concentration flux function (Eq. (7))

*'• I MMach numbet

MC  convective Mach nuxaber

Xf momentum flux function (Eq. (5))

P pressure (static)

Pa acoustic power

Pr Prandtl number

R geometric radius (circular nozzle exit radiu.)

Re flow-field coordinate

RC largest radius of the mixed flow field

R gas const.'t

I T temperature

p

I



I U bounding velocity

UC  convective velocity

4V volume

SX e  attenuation length measure[e
a acoustic velocity

I I bmomentum spreading parameter

i h enthalpy spreading parameter

c coefficient.

| p specific heat

i I c. mean specific heat

I f frequency

f fm frequency at point of maximum noise production

I s frequency determined by Strouhal relation

I -U h enthalpy

hr relative enthalpy (Eq. (A.17))

k local concentration

ke eddy heat-condution coefficient (Eq. (A.3))

r radial coordinate (polar)(for elemental jet flows)(Fig. 10)

rG variable of integration (Fig. 10)

S polar coordinate (radial) (Fig. 10)

t temperature (variable of integration)

j u local mean velocity, (x-directed)

fluctuating component of the x-directed velocity

I local mean velocity (r-directed

.157-



V * .fluctuating component of the r-directed velocity

w watts

x axial coordinate

,V space correlated mean eddy volume
I

CL attenuation energy ratio, coordinate angle (Fig. 10)

ok ~ Kirchhoff attenuation parameter

ratio of specific heats

specific heat coefficients m
Te eddy viscosity coefficients

p density

Tshear stress

9 angle coordinate (Fig. 10)

velocity parameter (Eq. (8b))

a eddy characteristic dimension

Subscripts
4

adjacent gas flows

2

e exit

* gas (concentration) index

i ,J tensor components

o ambient

m maximum

n exit element index

r relative (enthalpy) (Eq. (A.17))

-S vector directions

Superscripts

o stagnation

-- mean
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1. Vertical divisiQn by four.
2. 4 by 4 division
3. Nesting of two 4 by 4 division in memory storage.

4. Horizontal division by four.

5. No division

0 ( Points interrogated for the 4 by 4 inner mesh sub-i i  
division.

Note: Cross hatching indicates area of integration-.

Boundaries for

311'* 00 a

I!

'Major mesh 1.it

/oundaries o

integration for
major mesh points

Figre 2.3 - Matrix division, integration, & z

superposition for bE plane.
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" ,L Fig=e 2.13 - TypicalO .tPi

"stance Radius Velocity Shear Enthalpy Mach Momentum Shear

Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio Flux Number Flux Flux

45.1204 0.0452 0' -0-- C 0 1.000 Cv.-j00- cfftI:: <9
.0500 .2690 .0510 7.4339 .9920 0 0

45.1204 -.0122 .0409 0.0000

Frequency Sound Power
1 1.250t+02 0.OOOE-00
2 1.574E+02 0.000E-00
31.984E+02 C.000E-O

4 2.499E+02 1.281E-01
-_5 3. 145E+02 2.896E-01
| 6 3.968E+02 0,000E-00

17 4.999E+02 5.445E-01
8 6.299E+02 8.029E-01

16 7.937E+02 0.OOOE-00

10 9.999E+02 8.989E-01
1120 1.259E+03 8.248E-01

2 1.587E+03 7.7191E-01
22 1.999E+03 6.402E-01

" 14 2.51E+03 5.794E-01
15 3.174E+03 5.3322-01

1 116 3.999E+03 0-000-00
217 5.039E+03 5.9846-01
318 6.349E+03 4.734E-0
4l219 7.999E+03 4.394E-01J,20 1. 007E+04 4. 044AE01

21 1.269E+04 3.727E-01
:22 1.599E+04 3.616E.-01

5 1 + 223 2.015E+04 3.807E-01
Frequency Sound Power DB 24 2.539E+04 4.152E.-01

1 1.250E+02 0.OOOE-00 0.0000J 2 1.574E+02 4.912E-02 116.8336
S3 1.984E+02 O.000E-00 0.0000

SI 4 2.499E+02 1.2.81B-01 120.9943

!- 5 3.149E+02 2.896E-01 124.5344
53. 968E+02 0. 000E-00 0.0000

7 4.999E+02 5.445E-01 127.2737
8 6.299E+02 8.029E-01 128.9594
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3.0 Investig tlon of the Effects of Flow Temperature and Pressure on Jet
Noise Generation and Suppfession

3-1 Irtroduction

In order to apply jet noise suppression concepts to afterburning engines,

I an understanding of jet noise generation and suppression at high flow tempera-

tures must be developed beyond the present state-of-the-art. The vrlidity of

the correlation between free jet mean-flow velocity profiles and noise genera-

tion and sixppnmsion by heated jets has been demonstrated in Section I of this

rt-port, but the flow temperature range investigated does not extend to levels

achieved by afterburner3. This section describes the results of acousticrl

j investigations, carried. out in addition to the original scope of the res!srch

program, for the purpose of providing informtioi on noise generation by high

tzperature jets, for both simple cir=ular nozzles and suppressor configura-

tins. The results of this study provide basic information an noise gengration

by high temperature jets, and give further insight to th- problem cf evaluatingI noise suppressor peiformance by means of cold flow scale model tests.I

Experimental investigations have been carried .ut to evaluate the jet

noise generated by a conical nozzle over a range of flow temperatures and

presure ratios, extending up to a temrerature of 3300"R and pressu'e ratdo

3.4. The jet noise slectra and oierall sound power levels are presented, and

the effect of jet density on noise generation io described. The results of

4 tha high temperature scale model conical nozzle tests, as well as cencentric

jei. and full scale engine data have been used to establish an empirical rela-

tionship between nozzle energy flux and total sound power generated, applicable

to concentric jet flows of unequal velocities and temperatures as well as to
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conicml "nozzles at all pressure ratios and temperatures.

Scale model acutical evaluations of suppressor-nozzle noise reduction

I performance at high tetm!eratures have been accomplished, with results indicating

that Jet noise suppressor action is temuerature as well as pressure ratio
I, -

dep-endent. rlta obtained indicates that noise reduction ay be more difficult

to achieve at high flow temperature, and that suppressor scale model e-vlua-

tions must be carried out with heated flw or suiable substitute gas. Further

experimental actii Ay in the area of jet noise generation arA suppression at

flow tenrpercLures in the afterurner range is recommended for the purpose of

defining generalized temperature scaling laws anplicable to al! r.ozzle config-

uraticns.

4 3.2 Noise Generation by High Temperature Jets

Experimental investigation- on noise generation by Jets operating at

temperatures up to 3300cR have becn carried out utilizing a free-field acoIustic

test facility (Figure ').I), dzcri ed i. Sejtuicn 1.3.1 of this report. Tests

were conducted t. a c..nica nozzl 3.85 inches in diameter at the exit,

operating at pressure ratios of 1,7, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, and 3., varying the flow

total temperature from 560OR to 3300°R for each pressure ratio condition. Sound

prossure spectra were measure along a circular arc at 15 feet from the nozzle

exit. and at various angles from t5hn discharge direction, Sound power specrta

were computed by integration of the sound pressures over the hemispherical

radiation surface.

El 3.2.1 Lnstrumentation

The flcw condit-ions which were controlled and monitored during the

experimental inves4 igation were total pressure and total temperature at the

inlet to the n.:zz-e. An 8 inch dianeter flow section preceing the nozzle
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inlet contained a static pressure tap and three IR vs ;R-Rh thermocouples

I which vere continuously monitored during the tests. The area ratio of

approximately 4:1 from the measuring section to the nozzle throat provided an

q effective plenum upsream of the nozzle inlet.

Acoustic measurements were made using a Brue! and Kjaer type 4133 condenser

microphone system which was calibrated by means of a B & K pistonphone. The

microphone system frequency response was flat to 40 kcps, covering the entire

1requermy range of measurements without need of response correction. Microphone

output was filtered through a B & K 1/3 octave spectrometer, over a range of

band center frequencies from 200 to 32,000 cps. Graphic representation of the

sound pressure spectra was obtained by recording spectrometer output with a

B & Klevel recorder. Sound power spectra and overall PWL were computed from

the pressure level spectra obtained at a distance of :i feet from the nozzle
iz and at angles of 20, 30, 40s 50, 609 75s 900 110, 330, and 150° from the flow

direction*

3,2,2 Test Results
SThe measured total acoustic pwrlevels and sound pwrspectra are

presented in Figures 3.2 and 3.3a through 3.3d, for the range of nozzle flmw

conitions investigated. In Figure 3.2 the overall sound power levels are

plotted against flow velocity for the purpose of comparison with the Lighthill

eighth-power parameter: k.AUjc 5 * The flow velocity used is a calculated

va3ue., assuming that the flow fully expands isentropicly from the measured

total pressure to the ambient static pressure of 30 in. Hg. As would be

expected, excellent agreement with the Lighthill equation is obtained at

moderate pressure ratios (up to 2.0) and relatively low temperatures (up to
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approximately 170°R). The limits of aplicability of the Lighthifl parameter

are clearly visible in the figure, and a flow temperature influence, apart

from velocity, is apparent. Thus it is seen that for estimates of jet noise

total power at high flor pressure ratio and/or temperature the Lighthill

relationship is inadequate. Figure 3.2 shows that at low flow temperature

(560.R) sound power generation increases as U20 over the range of pressure

ratios from 2.0 to 3.E, while at a flow temperature of 3300'R the overall

sound power is proportional to approximately 06. Examination of the increase

- - in sound power resulting from velocity increase due to flow temperature rise

"" at constant pressure ratio shows that at a pressure ratio of 3.0 sound power

incrc=e is proportional to U2 from 1100 to 33000R.

This variation of the velocity exponent from 2 to 20 suggests that the
Lighthi*l parameter might take the form: k(?j/a)nAUBc 5  . In Figure 3.I

the effect of jet density on sound power generation is shown. Over the entire

range of flow conditions investigated the sound power is observed to increase

in nroportion to jet density squared, considering the data in a rather gross

manner. A detailed observation, however, indicates that for a given flow

I temperature the sound power varies with (?J/ a)n , where n is temperature

dependent. The magnitude of this temperature dependence is demonstrated by

the substantial change in slope of the sound power -s jet density curve,

pr-,gressing from temperature of 560 to 33003R. The jet density ratio exponent

£ n is plotted as a function of flow total temperature in Figure 3.5. Values

of n vary from +12 to -6, and it is observed that the relationship between

n a;d flow temperature is approximatel.yt ncc To-3 . For low pressure ratio

j jet flow at moderate temperatures the flow density effect on jet noise generation

F, is negligible. However, the results of the investigations described herein
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extend knowledge of tha behavior of jet noise generation to a broader range of

flow conditions, including high teoperature and high pressure ratio flow vhich

is likely to be experienced in advanced propulsion systems.
I

3.3 Correlation of Jet Noise with Nozzle Energy Flux

Results of the scale model investigations on noise generation by simple

circular jets operating at temperatures up to 3300°R have been used to establish

a Reneral empirical relationship between total acoustic power and jet stre-m

power.

I Figure 3.6 shows normalized power level, (PWL - IOLogl 0 ), plotted as a

function of nozzle total energy flux. The scale model conical nozzle data

presented is that described in Section 3.2, and turbojet e40ne noise data is

included to demonstrate the generality of the relatircnship. For simple conical

* nozzles the energy flux, , is given by:

!! * - h (W/A) (1

where ht is the flow total enthalpy per pound o fluid.

A tentative method for includbig noise generation by concentric flows in

this correlation has also been de7eloped, and three concentric flow examples

are included in Figure 3.6. A table of nozzle flow conditions is also given

in the figure. The dual stream concentric flow nozzle utilized in obtaining the

noise data is shown in Figure 3.7. Flov parameter variations tested included a

heated high velocity outer flow with cold inner flow, and a case with nearlyIequal flow velocities but with substantial temperatume difference between the

two streams. The confirmation of the validity of the correlation for concentric

flow requires additional experimental investigation, but results obtained thus

far are extremely encouraging. The correlation developed is as follows:
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Let: - qflow area, ft
2

hit total enthSlpy, BtUl

h = static enthalpy, Btu/Ib

V- .Veight flow, 1b/s

N = stream number

""K = relative velocity correction factor

U = flow velocity, ft/sec

U2 /2gj flow kinetic energy, Btu/Ib

E E stream total power, x/se

-*- energy fl x, Btufft 2 set

The btream number, N, is defined by the follwing sketch of typical cowcentric

nozzles:

>. 2

N N3
etc.

- For each strdam ( 1i, 2, - - - )

'7ltj bN + ON32/2gj)l (2)

2here % 2 ( _ K)/N (3)

1kw, the total strem power is

and

By p-oper subs~iUtion:

,, .= ) (6)
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For a single stream, Eq. (6) reduces to the simple form of Eq. (1). The

sigificance of Eq. (6) is that for consideration of concentric flows it i

Inecessary to sum the energy flux for each of the jets. The iner jet flux is

defined herein as the relative flux with respect to the suirrounding jet; thus

the inner flux is based upon the static enthalpy plus the relative velocity

head,

The efficiency of conversion of jet stream power to acoustical power is

seen in Figure 3.6 to be uniquely related to nozzle en-rgy flux. Good correlation

bet"wen m=del and full scale engine data has been demonstrated, thus indicating

that the nozzle energy flu% parameter is quite general and valid in application

to the problem of jet noise estimation.

3,4 Effects of Flow Temperature on Jet Noise Suppressor Action

The value of cold flow scale model investigations in the development of

jet noise sappressors is well recognized, both from the standpoint of time

requirements and hardware expense and complexity, Up to the present time, jet

noise suppressor investigations have been carried out under the assumption that

noise reduction achieved in cold flow tests can be directly related to expected

full scale suppressor noise reduction by Strouhal number scaling. Furthermore,

experience has shown that jet noise suppressors in general perform poorly at

Selow pressurc ratios, with noise reduction perfoniance (compared to an equal

• area conical nozzle) improving as pressure ratio increases. In order *o apply

* scale model tecluiiques to the development of a suppressor for afterburning

turbojet engines, it was deemed necessary to investigate the effects of high

teiperature flow on suppressor performance in order to determiLe the validit'

of scaling laws and the Mach nuber effect on suppression.
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Scale model suppressor noise investigations were carried out utilizing

the nozzles shown in Figures 3.8, 3.9., aid 3.10. These suppressor nozzles are
a

of approxivately the same flow area as the 'conical i-oz~le described previously

in this section, and are described in detail in section 1 of this report.

V Measuementq of total acoustic power were made in the same manner as for the1

conical nozzle, though over a somewhat more limited range of flow pressure

I ratio and temperature.

Comparisons of total acoustic power generation have been made for the

suppressors and conical nozzle. For convenience, the conical nozzle data is

replotted in terms of PWL vs ressure ratio, for various tempsratures, in

Figure 3.11. Figure 3.12 presents corresponding data for the three suppressor

models: (1) 8-lobe, (2) 19-tube, and (3) 18-segment with plug. In order to

determine the effect of flow temperature on suppression of jet noise, the data

of Figures 3.31 mnd 3.12 has been cross plotted in Figure 3.13, which shows

jI overall PWL as a function of flow temperature for the four nozzles operating

at thre pressure ratios: 1.8, 2.4, and 3.0. It can be readily observed that

, , for each of the suppressor nozzles the noise reduction (the difference between

-r the conical nozzle and suppressor nozzle curves) at constant pressure ratio is

temperature dependent. Furthermore, this temperature dependence appears to be

different for each suppressor. Note that at pressure ratio 1.8 little noise

reduct.on is shown for cold flow, and that as temperature is increased the

suppression capability increases and then finally declines. At flow temperatures

near 1O00°F, only slight Mach number (pressure ratio) effect is observed, and

.. for pressure ratio 2.4 little temperature effect is evidenced. It is fortuit-is

- that turbojet engine suppressor development up to the present time has becn for

engines operating a' pressure ratios near 2.4 and temperatures near 10000Y,

- 193 -
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since noise reduction at pressure r'atio 2.4 shows little temperature dependence.

However, at low pressure ratio (1.8) cold flow test results would not provide

a satisfactory estimate of sound power reduction experienced at increased

'temperatures.

While no general Means of correlating suppressor performane for all types

of suppressors, for various temperatures and pressures, has been developed,

the results of the investigation ha~e several important implications. First,

evidence has been presented to show that jet noise reduction is not simply

3 pressure ratio dependent for a fixed configuration. Furthermore, the variation

in noise reduction performance as a function of flow temperature for different

suppressor configuratiops indicates that model suppressor evaluation must be

ultimately performed experimentally at flow temperatures and pressures

representing full scale conditions. Finally, the need for further research into

normalization of suppressor performance for temperature and pressure effects

is emphasized.

3.5 Conclusions and Recommendations

Results of scale model experimental investigations on noise generation by

jets from conical and suppressor nozzles have been presented for flow temperatures

ranging up to 33000R. The following important conclusions are summarized:

1) Noise generation by conical jets is not adequately described by the

Lighthi.l equation except for low pressure ratio and moderate temperature flow.

2) A temperature dependent flow density effect on noise generation by

conical jets has been found to occur. Total sound power varies with (•j/( 8 )n

where n is temperature dependent.

Li 3) An empirical relationship betWeen sound power and nozzle energy flux

has been developed for conical nozles, including concentric flows, for the
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range of pressure ratios from 1.4 to 3.4, ad te peratures up to 3300°R.

0 4) Jet noise suppressor acoustical performance is temperature as well s

I .. pressure ratio dependent, so that scale model suppressor development must

-- include final experizental evaluation under flo Conditions representing full

scale engine temperature as well as pressure ratio.

'-' It is recommended that further research effort be directed toward extendi1

the generality of the energy flux concept to complex no7ze designs, incldirg

.~o.further verification of applicability to concentric flow$. Jet noise sppressita

research should be continued for 11e purpusu ;f dFv7lopir' genemal laws for

I scaling temperature and pressure ratio effects On noise reduction porformancc
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m2

-A _ Njzle throat area,

0 - Ambient sonic vtlocity

Et  Jet stream total power, Bt/see.

h . Static enthalpy, Btu/b.

h - Total enthalpy, BU/ -b.
t

k Constant in Ligthill parameter; relatiWe velocity correction factor

in enera flux correlatim

n - Density ratio exponentI - StreM nmber for concentric jet flow

P - Static or ambient pressure

Po - Total pressure

VL - Sound p-r level., db re 10-13 Watts

To - Total temperature

U - Flow velocity, or fully expanded flow 
velocity for supercritical

pressure ratio

W - Weight flow, Ib/sec.

E . Energy flux, Btu/ft
2 sec.

ea - Anbient air density

- Jet static density
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4.o D RIMENIAL STUDY ON DAIiSSSI AND )ISSIPATION OF SObWD THRO=H A
"J I TJ.BULBE JET WAKE

4. IntrodUction

A major assumption of the jet noise suppression theory relating the

I aerodynamic and acoustic properties of jet flow is that all of the stream-

* generated noise raliates, without significant loss, into the far field. For

complex suppreSsor-nozzle designs, the validity of this assumption can be

questioned, since sound sources associated with the inner flow elements are

surrounded by high velocity, turbulent flow. There eyists some experim!tal

evidence that scotuic energy is d lsipated in the highly turbulent jet mixing

region. In Reference 1, jet noise Eata is presented showing that sound levels

I measured In the far field of a rectngulax array of nozzles is higher when the

measuring location is oriented along the long side of the multiple tube config-

uration as compared to the short enii of the array (Figure 4.1). This effect,

fl referred to as shielding, indicates that perhaps the sound generated by inner-

most elements of a suppressor i u"ahle to propagate through the turbulent

I regions created by surroun=ing snppressor elements. Although theoretical

juscification for significant absorption of audio frequency sournd in a jet wake

is lacking, it is important that the possibility be investigated since positive

evidence of sound dissipation vould require modification of the correlation

betwe .n acoustic and berodynezric properties of the jet wake. Furthermore,

I ab.orpticn of acoustic. ener~j in --h jet wake could explain in part the increase

in noise reduction by a sulpressoz as pressure vatio is increased.

m i xprrin 'ns have ueen conducted in an effort to determine whether or

I not dissipation of scaxd does occu.Jr, or whecther the noise reduction effect

!I
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referred to as shielding is a directivity rather than power level change efTect.

4.2 Experimental Procedure

The determination of the magnitude of sound energy absorption in

turbulent flow, as related to jet noise suppression, requires that the power

level of a source be determined after propagation through a turbulent jet wake

compared to the source power level in the absence of the turbulent jet.

Ideally, n discrete frequency sound source, which could easily be distinguished

from oroad-band jet noise, could be located within a jet wake, and sound power

level change could be determined in a reverberant xoom for various jet veloci-

ties. However, the problem of locating such a sound source within a jet wake

without altering its acoustic output is quite difficult.

An alternative method for evaluating sound absorption by the jet wake

involves placement of the sound source outside the jet boundary while posi-

tioning the acoustic pickup within the wake. While this scheme eliminates the

source variation problem mentioned above, it presents the difficult problem of

extracting the pure tone source signal from the jet noise and jet pressure

fluctmtions especially for high Mach flow. Even more difficult would be the

evaluation of convective effects on the sound propagating through the jet flow.

Since the sound path through the wake would depend on flow velocity, comparison

of levels measured with and without flow would be exceedingly difficult.

In a third possible approach to the experimental investigation, the

high intensity pure tone sound source can be located outside the jet wake, and

a survey of sound pressure level is made by traversing a microphone along the

jet boundary, but not in the flow, on the opposite side of the wake. Free
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Si field acoustic environment is required, and effects of changing sound path length

due to convection of the signal in the jet flow can be minimized by locating

j the sound source sufficiently f,- from the jet wake. Because of the decreasing
U

flow velocity in the jet in the downs bream axial direction, a focusing of the

J sound propagating through the flow would occur as described schematically in

Figure 4.2. The sound waves entering the uuke in the high flow velocity region

- near the nozzle exit are convected further downstream than waves entering in

Ia thc lower velocity regions of the jet, thus forming the shadow zone nee' the

nozzle exit and somewhat focui*ng the rays at a downstream location. In order

to evaluate the possibility of sound d.ssipation, the intensity of the trans-

p~ I mitted sound must be measured over a suitably long region of the jet so that a

valid overage sound pressure can be determined, considering beth the shadmv

* zone and region of apparent amplification.U

Experimental investigations were conducted following the three

previously described prcceiures, but concentra-ting on the first and third

methods. The second scheme, with the s,.d pickup within the jet wake,

presented considerable difficulty in extracting the pure tone sound from the

jet pressure fluctuation and thus it was abandoned.

The acoustic sign-al for which attenuation effects were to be eval-

uated waa produced by a Harrman generator (Figure 4.3). The device consists of

ja 3/8 inch diameter convergent nozzle which discharges at pressure ratio of 4.5

Into a 1/2 inch diameter cavity. The generator produces a high intensity

discrete tone. The frequency of the whistle is a function of the cavity depth

whi.h can be varied by a piston in the cavity. The acoustic power level

Spruuctd is on the order of 150 db (re 10-13 watts) over a frequency range of

i 1200 to 9jO cps.-
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Experiments c the dissipation of sound with the source within the

jet were carried out using the apparatus shown in Figure 4.4. The Hartman

j generator was located in a cylinder within an annular jet so that the jet flow

"! dould not affect its acoustic output, Measurements of reverberation sound pres-

sure level were made in a reverberant room, for various source frequencits and

nozzle pressure ratios. Average pure tone so,ind levels were determined byI. slowly moving the microphone within the room and reading its output, separated

from jet noise by means of a narrow band filter, with an acoustic integratzI(Ref. 2). Static pressure was measured within the Hartman generator enclosure,

and the maximum variation frou ambient was 2.5" H2 0 at nozzle pressure ratio

P/PO = 2.2. This sr-all cbzr.qe in pressure could not affect the whistle perfor-

Sitance. Results of the invest igation are shown in Figure 4.5, where reverbera-

tion soundL pressure level for the whistle tone is plotted against nozzle pre-

sure ratio for various pure tone frequencies. A small decrease in sound level

is observed as the jet flow begins, but this reduction does not appear to

increase as flow pressure ratio is raised. If the sound energy is dissipated

in the turbulent flow, then the Lvxe turb'ilent hig;her pressure ratio flow

should provide increased noise reduction. Since this is not the case, a plau-

sible explanation for the slight decrease in sound pressure level is that the

supply pressure to the Hartman generator decreases slightly as nozzle airici

is initiated. Since rather snal supply pressure variation can affect the

whistle output, this is believed to be the source of the noise reduction. In>1the succeeding experiment, supply pressure was monitored much more closely so

as to preclude such an occurrence.
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Further experiments were conducted to determine if sound in the

audible frequency range is attenuated during propagation through the turbulent

flow exhaustipg from a nozzle. As in the previously described work, a high

j] intensity, pure tone sound source (Hartman Generator) provided the acoustic

ignal, and a 3-1/2 inch diameter conical nozzle was utilized to create the

Iturbulent wake. The experimental set up was as shown in Figure 4.6. The sound

I source was located 4-1/2 nozzle diameters downstream of the nozzle exit, and

Iseveral diameters to the side of the stream. On the opposite side of the jet

wake a microphone was traversed over a distance of approximately 4 nozzle

i diameters. Thus, by 'positioning the turbulent Zlow between sound source amd

acoustic pickup its effect on the tncoustic signal could be determined. In

I order to measure only the direct sound and eliminate reverberation, the

Acoustics Laboratory anechoic room was utilized. "he room is caiable ct

it handling the airflow from the 3-1/2 inch diameter nozzle operating at pressure

j ratio up to 2.4. To test whether attenuation tqLgh the stream could be

measured in this facility, a mechanical sound barrier 6" in diameter was posi-

tioned between sound source and microphone irn the approximate location of the

jet wake. The attcnuation measured using the mechanical barrier in place of

the jet wake was 13 db; sufficient to indicate that reflected and refracted

soind is at a level low enough so as uot to obscure attenuation throug.

Istream, which might be of lesser magnitude.

Source frequencies of 2.5, 5.0, and 9.0 kcps were used, and nozzle

UI pressure ratios up to 2.4 were tested. So as to obtain a usable signal to

noise ratio, a Panoramic Sonic Analyzer with 25 cps filter _an width was used

* as a signal filter for the microphone output.
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A plot of souud pressure level along the microphone traverse path,

for three nozzle pressure .atios, is shown in Figure 4.7. Note that "shielding"

occurs in the region neast the nozzle exit, and amplification is experienced

further d-wnstream due to convection of the signal in the jet wake. Results

Indicate that the peak amplitude measured is independent of flow velocity, but

that the flow has a pronounced influence on directivity. Thus, if dissipation

of sound does occur, it is insignificant in magnitude in the audible frequency

r-mrge. The results indicate that the "shielding" of noise from one jet by the

flo.7 from sanot.her as reported by other researches is a directivity effect. and

that the decrease in noise experienced at one position is accompanied by an

increase where the sound is convected downstream.

4.3 Conclusions

The results of the experiments described indicate that little, if any,

sound is absorbed by the turbulent jet wake, in agreement with the work in

Ref. 3. Thus, no modification of the correlation or aerodynamic and acoustic

jet properties is required from this consideratIcn.

The shielding effect of a jet wake has been shown to be a result of

directivity rather than sound power change. The problem of measuring the sound

power of a jet in the presence of a shielding wake, requiring exceedingly

precise acoustical measurements, has been bpassed by substitution of a pure

tone sound source for the jet noise source.
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Figure 4,.1 l Shielding of 40t Noi~a by Mxlti-Tube Nozzle Arrarigeust.
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:1~ ~ Miczrophone Lodated in
Reverberant Room

Noise Source
-.~ ~Hartman Generator

I 1Plenum Chamber--

" TAnnular Jet Nozzle

Air Supp]4

4F'"I"

.1.

It

I Figure h4.4 - Eperimental Arrangement for Test of Dissipation of Soundi
S- through Turbulent Flow; Sound Source Located within Jet Wake.
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II1.5d Microphone Traverse path

Nozl Flow Region

___________- ® Hartman Generator
4d Sound Source

Figure 4.6 -Experimental Arran'genent for Test of Dissipation

of Sound through Turbalent Flow,
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5.e xx EvmAn w OF n IVWATE INJECTION AS A J'T NOIS, SUP SSION TEM I=.

T5.1 1Ltroduction

AW Conventional techniques for jet noise suppression besically rely on sub-

division of the main nozzle flow into a number of separate streams in such a

I3 manner as to produce favorable jet =ixing through interaction of the elemental

jets. The velocity profile theory indicates that the sound power generated by

a free jet depends only on the mean-flow velocity distribution in the mixing

region of the wake. If indeed the noise generated at a given axial location

along the jet is primarily dependent on the velocity profile at that position

1and sufficiently independent of past history or the flow and the means eq;iLpyed
to achieve the velocity distribution, then a mixer-type suppressor could effec-

I tively be replaced by another scheme which would alter the mean-flow velocity

! profiles without first subdividing the main jet. By injecting water sprays

into a heated jet, the temperature and velocity of the flow can be lowered i @

selected regions of the wake, altering the velocity profiles. "Anile it is

known LhaL xying large -,nt+t+es of water into the jet wake will reduce the

sound power, generated (Ref. 1) the quantity of water required is such that

this means of suppression cannot be considered as practical for In-flight use.

* However, by proper utilization of limited water flow, it is possible to alter

the mean-flow velocity profiles rather than accomplish a gross velocity reduc-

tion for the entire jet. It is the suppression effect of this means of water

* injection which has been investigated and is reported here in fulfillment of

the proposal work statement (Ref. 2).

1



The objective of the investigation was to determine feasibility of the

selective water injection concept for jet noise suppression. As previously

stated, the noise reduction achieved by non-uniform introduction of watei

sprays should be greater than reduction by thorough mixing and evaporation of

the water in the jet wake, if the scheme is to be successful. Thus, as a

standard for comparison, a theoretical calculation of overall power level

reduction was made for a jet with completely mixed and evaporated water. The

results are shown in Figure 5.1, and are based on the assum ion that acoustic

power depends on the eihth power of the flow velocity. The change in flow

-velocity was determined from beat balance calculation for the air and water

mixture.

5.2 Experimental Procedure

The experimntal approach adopted was to measure noise reduction for a

heated jet with water injection as compared to an unsuppressed jet. Rather

than make a complete survefr of the sound field for sound power determination,

it vas decided to measure the more significant acoustic parameter of sound

pressure level reduction at the angle of maximum jet noise radiation (W0" from

the jet axis). On the basis of noise directivity studies reported in References

3 and 4, it is seen that the one point sound pressure spectrum measurement at

the angle of maxim-tm noise can be used to estimate the sound paw.er level

spectrua.

The noise measurement system consisted of a Bruel and Kjaer type 4133

microphone (with flat fPequency rebponse to 40 kcps) located 15 feet from the

jet nozzle at an angle of 40e from the jet axis. Microphone output was frequency

- 228 -
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analyzed by means of a Bruel and Kjaer spectrometer, and recorded on a B & K

- level recorder.

-, The test facility used was an outdoor free field test stand, with no

significant reflecting surfaces except the ground, and capable bf continuous

- eated flow. The test nozzle employed was a 4 inch diameter convergent design,

and is shown with water spray tube configurations in Figure 5.2. Flow pressure

and temperature were measured, as well as water and air mass flow. The airflow

measurements Jere used to monitor the effective nozzle area, thus providing a

rough indication of water evaporation upstream of the nozzle exit. A number of

spray tube configurations vere employed, with water inlet locations at two

" diameters upstream of the nozzle exit for initial- tests and twelve diameters

* upstream for subsequent runs. The tubes were inmersed radially into the air-

stream, and were equally spaced around the circumference of the air duct.

Eight tubes, with an orifice 0.050 inches dia. in the end of each, were

used in the configuration with tube location 2 diameters upstream. Immersion

depths of 0 (tube ends flush w4th nozzle wall), 2 inches, and alternate tubes

at 0 and 1 inch were tested. Wa4 er flow was varied from 0 to 3.5 gallons/minute

for airflow conditions of: (a) nozzle pressure ratio = 1.8, total temperature

4 loO0 r, and (b) prebsure ratio v 2.7, total temperature a 1240F. Sound

pressure level reduction at the position 15 feet from the nozzle and at an

angle of 40* from the jet axis was determined by ecmparing runs with and with-

out water flow for a fixed airflow condition and spray tube geometry.

.t~
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For the tests with water injection at 12 nozzle diameters upstream of the

* exit, 6 tubes were used. Water -as introduced through a single 1/8" diameter

Ihole in the end of each tube, and in an alternate scheme water was sprayed

through 8 holes 0.045" dia. located along the length of each tube. Water flow

'Irates up to 27% of the airflow (by weight) were achieved for flow temperatures

up to 1340*F and over a range of pressure ratios from 1.35 to 2.15.

1 5.3 Discussion of Results

Initial investigations of noise reduction by reans of selective water

-injection, utilizing the spray tubes located 2 diameters upstream of the nozzle

exit, indicated that little evaporation of water occurred in the flow region

near the nozzle exit. Even at the maximum water iluJw rate (13% of the airflow)

only 4 db sound pressure level reduction was achieved, as shown in Figure 5.3.

Based on the theoretical curves in Figure 5.1, for complete mixing of the

water with the heated airstream, a 6 db sound power level reduction would be

expected. While it appears that this amount of suppression at the source might

be obtainable in practice by complete mixing of water and air, the configura-

tion tested did not achieve noise reduction as intended by alteration of flow

velocity profiles. No change in airflow occurred as water flow was increased,

indicating that only a limitea amount of evaporation could have taken place in

the nozzle, since formation of steam would effectively decrease the flow area

available for the heated air.

Famination of the sounl pressare reduction spectra (Figure 5.3) reveals

that at the highest pressure ratio the noise reduction was shifted to a lower
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frequency. This is explained by consideration of the increased jet velocity,

since the water droplets were transported' further downstream (toward the loca-

T tion of lower freqency sound source) before evaporation and resultant cooling

and deceleration of the flow.

- In order to achieve more complete vaporization of the water injected into

the flow, further tests were conducted using the spray tubes located 12 i.ozzle

diameters upstream of the exit. Comparison of suppression for the two sp i

tube designs (one hole in the end of each tube compared to 8 smaller hol

spaced along the tube) showed no significant difference between "Le coarse azL

fine sprays. Rather, noise reduction was found to depend essentiall3y on water/

air ratio for a given airstream piressure and temperature. Overall suurd pres-

sure level reduction as a function of water/air ratio is shown in Figure 5.4

and it is apparent that suppression is a linear function of wter/air ratio

over the range tested. Comparing the cur\ves for equal pressure ratios but

varying temperatures it is evident that noise reducti increases as the flow

temperature rises, and a maximum reduction is achieved, after which the adl-

tional temperature rise adversely affects suppression. Interpolated data from

* Figare 5.1 for water/air ratio of 15% is replotted in Figure 5.5 to indicate

the effects of water residence time in the airstream (Z w veo.city effect).

It is the combined effects of increase in flow temperature causing: 1) more

] rapid vaporization of wazer, 2) deereas ng droplet residence time, and 3) Pro-

viding less noise reduction capability (as sbnwmn in Figure 5.11 uhich cause the

maximization of suppression noted in Figure 5.4.
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The calculation adverse effect of temperature results from the fact that.

for a given water air ratio the flow temperature change accompanying complete I
mixing and evaporation is essentially independent of initial temperature and

thus, percentage-wise, the cooling effect decreases vith increase in initial

temperature.

The effects of water Injection on the jet noise sound pressure level

speetrum are shown in Figurp 5.6. Reduction is achieved over a wide range of

frequencies, and it is significant that even at low pressure ratio suppression

is accomplished in the high frequency region (for the test results shown, the

sound pressure level spectrum peak occurs at 1250 cps).

5.4 Conclusions

Results of the selective water injection investigation indicate that the

desired alteration of jet mixing cannot be achieved by this means in order to

affect noise reduction. Although the mean-flow velocity profiles can be altered

through use of selective sprays, the jet mixing is not greatly influenced and

the suppression accomplished is less than -.ould be possible through uniform

mixing, of water and air.

The adverse effect of high temperature and flow velocity on noise reduc-

tion capability of water injection and the large water/air ratios required

indicate that this scheme might not be practical for application to existing

aircraft and engines.

Effects on nozzle aerodynamic performance have not been measured, but

losses would be small if water evaporation and resultant cooling of the flow

232 -



I occurs priarily external to the nozzle, as is indicated by test results.

Jet noise suppression by means of water injection is unusual in that hLigh

I freoueney noise reduction can be achieved, and furthermore, suppression can be

-- accomplished for low pressure ratio flow.

I
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